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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060
(813) 547-5600 • FAX (813) 547-5610
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
March 13, 1997
Workshop, Substance Abuse, 8:30 a.m. (Agenda attached)
Regular Meeting, 9:30 a.m. (approximate)
AGENDA

I.

II.

Ill.

CALL
A.
B.
C.

TO ORDER
/0 :.,. '!:
Approve agenda of March 13, 1997 regular meeting. ~5 rlApprove minutes of February 13, 1997 regular meeting.JVlc..,.. "b-e
Executive Committee Actions
N!>~

ACTION ITEMS
./A.
Healthy Kids (to be mailed under separate cover) 5-.-• s.J. •"--«"
_, B.
Volunteer Action Center-Information/Referral f\'\ '", s-c.
/C.
PARC/UPARC Part H - Emergency Allocation -s 1 e I\: c.. 1~o.u~ ~-c
/o.
Department of Juvenile Justice Grant Request....,:q s· c.. ~ ~""''
~
Fiscal Year 1997-98 Budget Parameters - ~~ ....-c.INFORMATION ITEMS
Family Resources, Inc.-Contract Modification
Earned Income Credit Campaign
Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative Update
t/C.
Personnel Report for February
VD.
Financial Report for February (to be distributed)
V£.
Site Visit Schedule and Summaries
l/f.
Training Center Report
'
Media Items

v'A.
v B.

~~

IV.

V.

OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County citizens.
Requests for specific funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda
portion of the Board meeting.
ADJOURNMENT

UPCOMING MEETINGS: March 13, 7:00 p.m.-Drug Study Community Forum
April 2 - Cooperman-Bogue Award Dinner
April 10, 8:30 a.m.-Board Workshop and Regular Meeting
April 26, 11 :00 a.m.-Ridgecrest Community Meeting

MARTHA C. MADDUX, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060
{813) 547-5600 • FAX {813) 547-5610
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Workshop - Substance Abuse
March 13, 1997- 8:30a.m.
AGENDA

I.
II.
Ill.

CALL TO ORDER
SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM: PREVALENCE STUDY
SYSTEM STUDY
a.
b.

IV.

OTHER POLICY AND PROGRAM ISSUES (Operation PAR)
a.
B.

V.
VI.

JWB FUNDED PROGRAMS
IDENTIFICATION OF SYSTEM PROBLEMS

ALCOHOL ADVERTISING
LEGALIZATION OF MARIJUANA

BOARD DISCUSSION
ADJOURNMENT

MARTHA C. MADDUX, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

•,

•
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
February 13, 1997
MINUTES

Present:

Frank B. Diamond, Jr., M.D., Vice Chair; Myrtle Smith-Carroll, Secretary;
Judge Dee Anna Farnell; Judge Walt Logan; Dr. J. Howard Hinesley;
Thomas R. Moriarty; Donna McRae ; James E. Mills, Executive Director;
Terry Smiljanich, Board Counsel; Amy Daly, Executive Assistant.

Absent:

Martha Maddux, Chair; Commissioner Sallie Parl<s

Dr. Diamond called the meeting to order at 9:58a.m.
Motion:
Approve
Agenda

Ms. McRae moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the agenda of the February 13, 1997
regular meeting.

Motion :
Approve
Minutes

Dr. Hinesley moved and Ms. McRae seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the minutes of tho ,January 9, 1997 regular
meeting.

Motion :
Exec.
Comm.
Action

Dr. Hinesley moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to ratify the action takon by a majority of the
Executive Committee on January 27, 1997 to allow Coordinated Child
Care of Pinellas to use up to $291,667 of dollars previously allocated for
Low Income Employed Families Match for Fiscal Year 1996-97 and
budget up to $208,333 in the Child Care Match Pool for Fiscal Year
1997-98 for match for the Child Care Purchasing Pools proposal to the
Department of Children and Families.
Fiscal Impact: During Fiscal Year 1996-97 the Board allocated $633,903
for Low Income Employed Families to Coordinated Ctlild Care of
Pinellas. The proposed action would utilize $291,667 of that amount and
$342,236 will be available for future reprogramming wittlin the Child Care
area during Fiscal Year 1996-97. The Proposed Administration and
Program Budget for Fiscal Year 1997-98 will include ur to $208,333 for
this purpose.

Dr. Diamond and Mr. Mills recognized Robert Glenn, Ph.D. for his twenty years of
service to JWB and Ms. McRae for her work as Board Chair.

Motion:
Children's
Home

Dr. Hinesley moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve extension of the current contract for the
Children's Home-Residential Treatment Program from January 31, 1997
to July 18, 1997.

Following a presentation by D. Gay Lancaster, Assistant County Administrator, on the
Penny For Pinellas referendum and questions and comment from the Board, a motion
was made.

Motion:
Penny For
Pinellas

Ms. McRae moved and Mr. Moriar1y seconded a motion which carried
by majority to support the extension of the Penny for Pinellas sales tax
as a primary means to support the safety and healthy development of
children and families of Pinellas County. Voting "Yes," Dr. Diamond, Ms.
Smith-Carroll, Dr. Hinesley, Ms. McRae, Mr. Moriarty. Abstaining due to
their position as judges of the circuit court: Judge Farnell and Judge
Logan.

Following a presentation on the JWB Comprehensive Annual Fin~ncial neport for
Fiscal Year ending September 30, 1996, from Chip Jon<~s. 1\rMG Peat Marwick and
questions and comment from the Board on Childs Park operational issues and the
fund balance, a motion was made.

Motion :
CAFR

Dr. Hinesley moved and Ms. McRae secondod a motion which carried
unanimously to accept the 1996 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
and the accompanying management letter.

Motion:
CCYD
Budget

Dr. Hinesley moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to ratify the Community Change for Youth
Development Budget of $464,879.
Fiscal Impact: The fiscal year for Public/Private Ventures is a calendar
year while the fiscal year for the Juvenile Welfare Board is October
through September. The Plan covers the period January through
December 1997. The recommended action will utilize the dollars
allocated for match from the Juvenile Welfare Board for this project as
well as the P/PV dollars for calendar year 1997. Monies identified for
use in JWB fiscal year 1996-97 have been budgeted in the fiscal year
Administration and Program budget.

Motion:
RFP Proc.
IG & YO

Mr. Moriarty moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to change the time for the release of
lntergenerational and Youth Development nFP's; allocate $30,000 of
Transitional Funds for Fiscal Year 1996-97 for lnlerg(HH.Hational
programs, budget $120,000 ad valorem dollars for lntergencrationaiAIIocated for Fiscal Year 1997-98, subject to tile TRIM process; allocate
$45,000 of Transitional Funds for Fiscal Yoar 199G ·97 for Youth
Development programs, budget $180,000 ad valorem dollars for Fiscal
Year 1997-98 subject to the TRIM process; and limit the number of
programs to be funded under lntergenerational and Youth Development
to no more than eight newly funded programs and no more than 10
programs total for each RFP.

'

•

Fiscal Impact: Fiscal Year 1996-97 transitional funcls will be decreased
by $75,000 from $437,332 to $362,332. An additional $300 ,000 of ad
valorem dollars will be budgeted as lntergeneratiorwl Prograrn-1\llocated
($120,000) and Youth Development Programs-AIIoc8ted ($180 ,000) for
FY 97-98 subject to the TRIM process.

Motion:
Amend
Pers. Prac.

Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Mr. Moriarly seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to amend January Board approval of Personnel
Practices to restore language in 1.4, "The EPC shall meet no less
frequently than quarterly and shall elect its own Chairperson."

Information items included:
Neighborhood Initiatives Update
Strategic Plan Update
Spring Training Post
Personnel Report for January
Financial Report for January
Site Visit Schedule and Summaries
Training Center Report
Media Items

Adjourn:

Dr. Hinesley moved to adjourn at 11 :00 a.m.

Action

Item II. A.
Regular Meeting 3/13/97

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Member~

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director-~

RE:

Healthy Kids

Because of the complex and far reaching policy and fiscal implications of the request
being made of JWB to provide 50% of t11e funding of t11e Healt11y Kids insurance
subsidy program, a departure from the usual presentation format tws been taken.
Staff has constructed a decision tree to plot the pathway through the process for as
far as the Board wishes to pursue it. The "next step" implication of each decision is
identified. Staff has taken the unusual step of providing a primary recommendation
and an alternative recommendation should the Board decline to aclopt the staff's
primary recommendation and move to the next stage. The presence or two
recommendations should not be interpreted as ambivalence on the part of staff in
making its primary recommendation. The alternative recornn1 onclntion simply
represents the staff's best thinking should the Board cJecid0. that it wi ~; hes to move to
the next stage. The attached narrative supplies information related to t11e issue on a
stage-by-stage basis.

c

Staff Resource Person: Cl1ristian Giblin, Ph.D.

DECISION TREE INFORMATION

QUESTION 1.

A.

Should JWB continue its existing policy of not funding "medical
health care except as these may be an essential element of a
program that encourages positive child youth and family
development"?

Historic Applications - qualifier was applied to not factor out the costs of
medical (i.e., nurses) from per diem rates; exclude occasional medical
care costs from "wrap around" funds, rent for an on--site clinic, etc.
Board has made one specific exception - the funding of the
Adolescent Health Clinic at Nor1heast High School as an
ongoing demonstration of the impact of school based health
care.

B.

Rationale for Policy- other entities , state and county, are charged with
meeting basic needs which include health care.
JWB is the primary local source for funding of social
services
Health care costs in both extent and escalation could
quickly overwhelm the resources of ~IWB
Health care, as basic income mainten8.nce progr0ms are
best designed at a national or state level.
The Legislature has provided alternative resource
capabilities - health districts and hospital districts to provide
for local financing of health care.

RECOMMENDATION

1.

JWB continue its current policy prohibiting the funding of healtl1 care.

2.

JWB provide appropriate technical assistance to and endorsement of the
Healthy Kids program and encourage other public and private bodies
more directly responsible for health care or directly benefitting from the
program to contribute necessary subsidy funds.

Should the Board not accept the staff recommendation, tile following ,
alternative recommendation is offered:
JWB will continue its current policy to not fund health care and will fund
health care programs only as a specific, defined exception to that policy.
If the Board has not accepted the primary staff recommendation in Question 1
and wishes to fund health services, the next question would be:

QUESTION 2.
A.

Should JWB provide Healthy Kids insurance subsidies?

Range of Options: The board has a range of discrete ortions consistent
with the strategic plan they might take should they wish to take exception
to the existing policy against funding health care programs. They include:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Expanded prenatal care.
Aggressive immunization program (Immunizations now a condition
of eligibility for WAGES)
Comprehensive early vision screening programs.
Comprehensive early hearing screening progmms.
Targeted purchase of services or aids; i.e .. eyeglasses, hearing
aids, etc.
Early speech therapy in child care cont1ns.
Aggressive enrollment of el igible chilcJren in Meclicaid (Start
Healthy - Stay Healthy)
Community or school based clinics

RECOMMENDATION
JWB pursue as specific exceptions to its health care funding policy the support
of discrete health care projects only. Such projects should be identified by
community needs and support of the objectives of the strategic plan .

c

B.

(

PRO

CON

1.

Discrete programs can be
targeted by population and/or
geographic area.

1.

Discrete programs potentially
roquirn more administrative
costs <llld oruanizational
investment.

2.

Costs of discrete programs can
be controlled.

2.

lle;:llthy l<ids is a simple
program and would require
minimal oversight.

3.

Impact of discrete programs
can be more easily measured.

3.

Healthy Kids is more holistic in
that it covers a wide range of
needs for the insured
populations.

4.

Design of discrete programs is
locally driven.

5.

Discrete programs permit easier revisions
or reallocation of resources in response to
changing needs or conditions.

2

Additionally, the Healthy Kids program and its funding by JWB presents the
following concerns:

c

1.

It is essentially an entitlement program with potential for demand to
become greater and more encompassing. Enrollment and future costs
are not controllable or predictable.

2.

There is a lack of local governance and control in the program as now
constituted.

3.

Although in operation for a year, additional financi<ll supporters have not
stepped forward, leaving JWB at risk of becoming the "deep pockets."

4.

The program fails to address highest risk youth - extent of health need
for this age group, minimal income, adolescents?

5.

Social service funds are already limited and diversion of JWB resou rces
would further restrict these dollars. Altern Cltive lloClltll funding
mechanisms and direct beneficiaries exist to provide potential subsidy
support.

6.

The funding of health insurance SL!bsidies will potentially diver1 a major
portion of the dollars freed by strategic plan implementation to a function
that does not reflect the neighbortwod and personal development
emphasis of the strategic plan .

7.

The strategic plan identifies 0-6 and 10-14 as key target populations, yet
Healthy Kids does not cover the key 0-3 age group; and enrollment
experience drops in adolescence.

8.

JWB routinely declines to fund social service programs \A.!hich unilaterally
accept grant funds or begin operation wit11out a firrn funding plan.

9.

The out year impacts of WAGES could significantly increase the eligible
population. A similar negative impact would result from any capping of
Medicaid.

QUESTION 3.

c

In what form and with what conditions should JWB provide fi scal
support for Healthy Kids insuranco subsidy?

A.

Re1nge of Ogtions

1.

Contribute an amount equal to 50% of necessary subsidies for rlanning
enrollment capacity.

3
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2.

Match at 50% level all individual subsidies not to exceocf 50% of an
amount equivalent to 50% of the total sub:.;icfy ruqlJirud for the plonnecf
enrollment capacity.

3.

Match at a 50% level all individu81 subsidio::; of tnrgetwi populations; i.e.,
3- and 4-year-olds and/or low income.

4.

Engage in no ongoing subsidy of insurance premiums but provide JWB
funds as an incentive to engage other bodies in funding subsidies.

5.

Such variation on any of the above options or alternatives as the Board
may decide is appropriate.

RECOMMENDATION

JWB provide matching funds to encourage long-term commitments of local
insurance subsidies for the Healthy Kids insurance program from other public
and private resources in the community.
These resources would be offered with tile followino restrictions:
1.

Resources will be made available only from fund bnl<.1nce
.
dollars.

2.

Match dollars will be available on a 50% matcl1ing basis for 12 months
for new dollars only.

3.

Match dollars cannot be carried over from one JW£3 fiscal year to tile
next.

4.

Matching payments will be made available pursu:::mt to a contract to be
negotiated between JWB and Healthy Kids.

Source of JWB Funds

Fiscal Year 1996-97, Transition- unbudgeted
Fiscal Year 1997-98 and thereafter, Transition - budgeted
Fiscal Impact

The total five-year fiscal impact is $626,939 with no continuing obligation
following Fiscal Year 2001/2001 . This compares with a request allocation of
$2,231 ,000 for the same five -year period with a continuing $550,000 per year
obligation thereafter for an indefinite period of time.

4

.
·'

Narrative

Staff has based its recommendation on the following factors :
1.

There is an uncertain environment for health cc::ne for children.
A.
B.

C.
D.

The future rate of uninsured children as a result of WAGES and
other welfare reform activities is unknown.
There is discussion of a possible federal capping of Medicaid
which would be problematical for Florida children due to the high
percentage of Medicaid dollars (70%) which go into extended care
in Florida.
Proposals are pending in the Congress for similar healtl1 insurance
programs for children .
There is continuing pressure on social service dollars due to the
problematic structure of government financing in Florida, changing
needs and the potential impacts of the "Reclaim ancl Share"
constitutional amendment currently bei.ng circulated.

2.

There is not a strong history of non-government support for this program
to date - perhaps because private sector interests in some cases see
support as paying twice - once for their ornployees as LI benefit and thon
again for other employers (perhaps competitors) wllicl1 do not provide
health care coverage to their employees.

3.

The primary public funders are health care and hospitnl districts - neither
of which exist in Pinellas County. This leaves JWB LIS the public sector
"deep pockets" - perhaps to an even greater extent than proposed or
anticipated by the local advisory group.

4.

There is no concrete expression of alternative funding interest although
the program is now in its second year of opnration.

5.

Health care costs are highly unpredictable. Although the rate of annual
increase has slowed, it still outpaces inflation. The growth of the tax
base is less than inflation and tax limitation measures promise to sustain
that lower growth rate.

c

The proposal recommended by staff essentially matclws for one year on a dollar-fordollar basis the establishment of ongoing local funding of these insurance subsidies.
This is designed to be an incentive for outside funders entering the program and
easing the cost of such entry. The Board may wish to consider a second year of
matching at a reduced rate (25% ?) or making provision for a fixed continuing
appropriation for match purposes after the third year to accomrnodato possible
"turnover" in local funders and their replacement with now partners.

5

PROPOSED JWB SUPPORT- HEALTHY KIDS

REQUEST

NEED

July/
Sept 97

74,520

Oct!
Dec 97

74,520

Jan/
Mar 98

298,080
(298,080)

HEALTHY
KIDS FY

JWB
PROPOSED
SUPPORT JWB FY

74,520

186,300

37,260

74,250

37,260

Apr/
June 98

74,250

37,260

July/
Sept 98

150,727

38,103

Oct!
Dec 98

150,728

38,104

Jan/
Mm99

(405,000)of
602,91 0

150,727

152,414

150,728

38, 104

Jul/
Sept 99

234,240

41,756

Oct!
Dec 99

234,240

41,756

Jan/
Mar 00

(478,000)of
234,240
936,960

Apr/
Jun 00

234,240

50% requirement

50% requirement

149,883

50% requ irement

50% inc. require.

156,068

50% inc. require.

41,756

41,756

6

100%

38,103

Apr/
Jun 99

167,024

74,520

139,908

PROPOSED JWB SUPPORT- HEALTHY KIDS

REQUEST

NEED

HEALTHY
KIDS FY

JWB
PROPOSED
SUPPORT JWB FY

Jul/
SeptOO

263,520

14,640

Oct
Dec 00

263,520

14,640

Jan/
Mm 0 1

(500,000)of
263,520
1,054,080

14,640

58,560

Apr/
Jun 01

263,520

14,640

Jul/
Sept 01

294,840

15,660

Oct!
Dec 01

294,840

15,660

Jan/
Mm 02

(550,000)of
294,840
1 '179,360

Apr/
Jun 02

294,840

62,640

15,660

59,580

50% inc. req.

46,980

15,660

Jul/
Sep 02

T otals

50% inc. req.

-0$2,231 ,000

$626,939
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HEALTHY KIDS DECISION TREE
lSTAGEONEI
I

Question 1:

Should JWB continue its existing policy of not funding "medical care except as

these may be an essential element of a program that encourages positive youth and
family development" ?
I

IPRIMARY RECOMMENDATION I
INOI

IYESI

I

I

I ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION I I End oflssue I
I

I

IYESI

INOI

I

I

!PROCEED TO STAGE TWOII7 Board Discretion

I

I
ISTAGETWOI

I

.I

Question 2:

Should JWB provide Healthy Kids insurance subsidies or pursue other health related
initiatives as exceptions to its policy?
I PRIMARY RECOMMENDATION I

I NOI

IYESI
I

I

I ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION I I Proceed with initiative development I

IYES I

INOI

I

!PROCEED TO STAGE THREE II 1 Board Discretion I
I

I STAGE THREE I
I

Question 3:

In what form and with what conditions should JWB provide fiscal support for the
Healthy Kids insurance subsidy?

I

I PRIMARY RECOMMENDATION I
I

INO I
I 1 Board Discretion

IYESI
IIIMPLEMENTATION I

. .' .. .:. - . ..

SA

TIMES. MONDAY, MARCH 31 , 1997

State healtht·
program for ·.
kids tOuted
• President Clinton points to
Healthy Kids as a model for
improving kids' health care.
By CECI CONNOLLy
nNe s.tt WltW

c

MAR~

t
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MIRAMAR - Randy Vazquez is a
proud man who would rather endure a week
of the flu than go on Medicaid. But when it
comes to his son, Randy Jr., Vazquez
doesn't want to play Russian roulette.
All little boys get ear infections and
scraped knees, but in the case of his 7-yearold son, Vazquez worries about the emo-.
tiona! scars of a bitter divorce and custody"
fight. Randy Jr. did not utter a word until he
was nearly 3 and now is prone to outbursts.
. As a team leader at a national pest
control company Vazquez earned $11,000
last year, hardly enough for rent and groceries let alone private health coverage. As
Vazquez, 32, put it: "I'm just scraping
bottom."
Randy and Randy Jr. are the faces
behind the numbers, two of the 40.million
people in the United States without insurance. They are America's working poor,
too well off for welfare, too broke to fully
care for themselves. .
President Clinton tried in his first term
to provide health care to aU, but his
expensive government program was
soundly rejected. Now Clinton has scaled
back his health care ambitions; targeting
children in a new plan that would give
states grants to cover up to 5-million
uninsured children.
·
·
··
At the heart of it aU is Randy Jr. and a
Florida program called Healthy Kids.
A state project initiated in former
Florida Gov. Bob Martinez's administration and heavily promoted by Gov. Lawton Chiles, Healthy Kids leverages government and private· dollars to offer
affordable health care to parents such as
Randy Vazquez.

1

For $10 a month and $3 copayments,
Randy Jr. receives checkups, immunizations, hearing and vision screening and
prescription drugs. Mental health counseling is $5 a session.
"It gives me peace of mind," said
Vazquez, who has registered his son in
Little League. "If he gets hurt I've got
the card, and it's not going to fmancially
break me."
The program has been so successful,
a half dozen states are replicating it and
the Clinton administration touts Healthy
Kids as a model for the president's latest
endeavor. In Congress, lawmakers are
considering several options including the
Healthy Kids approach.
Florida's voluntary program works
like employer-based insurance, except
children sign up at school instead of
work. State and county governments,
the school district, hospitals and charities aU contribute. This year the state is
spending $13-million to help cover up to
45,000 children in 16 counties.
Unlike Medicaid, Healthy Kids is not
free. Parents pay on a sliding scale from
a minimum of $10 a month to the full $50
premium. Any child on a free or reduced
school lunch may participate in Healthy
Kids, ·although there are waiting lists in
most counties.
Proponents tout the program as an
affordable, dignified way for families in a
fmancial pinch to care for their children.
Skeptics argue Healthy Kids is the
first step toward a government-run universal health system. One of them, state
Rep. George Albright III, hopes to pass a
bill this year that would limit benefits to
five years. ·
"For what it is, it probably works
very well," said the Republican chairman of the Health Care Services Committee. "I'm just very skeptical of anything that is just a back-door way to set
up an entitlement for children."
But if Randy Vazquez is any inl!ication, parents on Healthy Kids are eager
to move up and out. "I would like to have
my own company," he said. "And if I do I
would like my company to provide health·
insurance."
Because he pays premiums, Vazquez
Please see Kl
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Randy Vazquez says the
program gives him peace
of mind that the health
care needs of his son,
Randy Jr., will be covered.
The program has been so
successful in Florida that a
half dozen states are
replicating it. ·
does not view Healthy Kids as· charity. "I
accept this as help to get me through the
low periods."

Singing program's praises

"When are you not able to learn?
When you can't see," said John Benz,.the
strategic business and development officer at Memorial Healthcilre System. "A
kid who can't hear, can't learn."
In Broward County, the state's largest Healthy Kids program with 8,000
enrollees, it is hard to find a critical
word. 1

One minute inside Dr. Michael Hal·d
e so 1ce an you know why everyone·in
Plantation calls him Dr. Mickey.
There are Mickey Mouse balloons,
carpets, gum ball machines, pillows, slip"It is one of the best programs Floripers and clocks. There's a Mickey mir- da has going," said John Werner; chairror, a Mickey lunch pail and a Mickey man of the local Healthy Kids council. "It
director's chair. The gray-haired pedia- is a win-win situation for providers and
trician wears a Disney tie and sits behind for children and their families. They are
a giant black desk in the shape of you- getting children that otherwise wouldn't
know-who's ears.
have insurance and teaching them the
Halle, 57, arrived in Florida in June value of health care coverage."
1971, a few months before Disney World
Even in this era of budgetary
opened and the Mickey craze began.
squeeze, Benz said he has had little
A fan of Healthy Kids, Halle cited trouble jawboning the school district,
only two complaints: It's managed care, county government and two hospital disand it isn't meeting the huge demand.
tricts into anteing up $750,000.
"Economically it's not wise for me,"
"It's very simple; the administrator
he said, noting that in the new era of of the county figured his contribution
managed care, doctors get smaller sa.Ja- was-less than 25 cents a day," Benz said.
ries for longer hours. "Emotionally, the "That's better than buying a child a
rewards are enormous."
.
soda. He said, 'I'm in.' " ·
·
Physicians such as Halle say the proThere are plenty of good intentions
gram's emphasis on preventive care en- behind Healthy Kids but Benz said it
sures children will be productive in works because it makes sense. For docschool and healthier later in life.
tors, a bargain-basement Healthy Kids
"There is no question it helps these contract is still more lucrative than
children become people who can benefit · treating an indigent patient for free. "To
society and it lengthens their life," he them, it's found money," Benz said.
said.
.
.
HIP Health Plan, which runs the
Take the young girl with a recurring ·program in t!ttee eounties including Pihigh fever - an early sign of kidney n~Uas, says 1t breaks even on Healthy
infection, Halle said. Parents, especially . Kids.
.
those without insurance, may not take
- "HMOs are always perceived as bethe child to a doctor if she doesn't have ing the bad guys," said HIP's financial
any other symptoms. Years later, when vice president Laurie Levine. "This lets
she becomes pregnant, the woman us be seen as caring about kids." ·
" goes into kidney failure and winds up on · Steven Cohen, the president of HIP,
dialysis," he said. "It really makes a_ hopes satisfied Healthy Kids customers
difference coming in on a regular basis." will remain loyal to the firm if and when
Vision and hearing tests can produce they buy private insurance.
immediate benefits._____ _·:.:.__
. _._-_--;.·::...:._ And while Healthy Kids may not be a

1 • ffi

big moneymaker, the program enables
insurers to add one high-paying Medicare client for every Healthy Kid they
enroll. That's an indirect windfall.
. State officials say the Healthy Kids
approach saves government money, too.
According to this year's annual report,
counties with the program have seen
emergency room use fall 70 percent and
pediatric charity care drop 30 percent,
saving Florida about $13-million this
year. Using the school lunch program to
screen for eligibility keeps administrative costs below 5 percent.
But Albright said using the managed
care approach wastes government money since the concept involves paying for
coverage rather than services. He is
promoting legislation that would send
the poor to clinics rather than give them
an insurance card with unlimited use.
Chiles has asked the legislature for
an additional $15.5-million to cover a
total of 100,000 Healthy Kids. Last
week, the Senate ·approved a $4-million
expansi.on and set aside another $IS-million in a trust fund if Florida can secure
federal matching funds.
To supporters in Broward County,
Democrats and Republicans alike, they
have little patience for the money haggling in Tallahassee or Washington.
"Programs like this are very worthwhile," said HIP's Cohen. " I cannot
believe they can't fmd the money in their
budgets to set aside for health care for
children."

A reasonable compromise
When Jennifer Mendoza's husband
died after a long illness, she packed up
her three sons and relocated to Florida
to start a new life. She studied for her
clinical psychologist license and landed a
part-time job at the Family Service
Agency in Coral Springs.
· Even though she earned just
$25,000 last year, Mendoza still does
pro bono counseling and helped her oldest son study for a full scholarship to the
University of Florida.
"I imagine the stereotype (of the
uninsured) is welfare moms," she _said,
seated in her tiny office. "But there are
an awful lot of folks out there like myself
making $20,000 or $30,000 for whom
health insurance is a luxury."
Although she is still without insurance, Healthy Kids "has been a lifesave~" for her sons.
_
·
David, 17, is allergic to bee stings.
Both he and Richard, 15, wear glasses.
And a few years ago Richard was struck
by a car while riding his bicycle.
Mendoza calls Healthy Kids a "reasonable compromise" in which everyone
contributes something. " I think I'm getting a break, but it's not charity."
Most important, said Mendoza,
" with children, when you have insur·
ance, you rest a lot easier."

Proposals for.kids

c

Congress is consideriilg bills that would ·
provide affordable health care to uninsured .
children. Among the proposals:
• President Clinton wants to spend about
$12-billion over five years to "reduce the nwnber of uninsured children nationwide from 1()million to 5-million. The administration plan.
would give states grants to develop health.programs for uninsured children. . .
·
. Under the plan, states must contribute
matching funds and would be required to pro- ·
vide a minimwn benefits package. Florida
could use the federal money to expand its
Healthy Kids program.
• Sens. Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts and Orrin Hatch of Utah are sponsoring
the only bipartisan legislation on children's
health insurance. Following a Massachusetts
model, the pair want to increase the cigarette
tax from 24 cents a pack to 43 cents. With that
money, they would subsidize the health care of
5-million children and reduce the deficit $10billion over the next five years.
Under the voluntary program, states
would receive federal grants to help families
buy private insurance for children and pregnant women. States would determine eligibility, as long as the poorest children received top
priority, and must contribute money.
• Pennsylvania Republican Sen. Arlen
Specter touts his legislation as a distinctly Republican approach that would give health care·
vouchers to the parents of 4.2-million uninsured children.
States would design their o~u program
and would not be required to contribute additional money.
,
· • Sen. jay Rockefeller, a West Virginia
Democrat, is searching for a Republican to cosponsor his legislation to expand the federalstate Medicaid program. He hopes to increase
the Medicaid threshold to 200 percent of the
poverty level, reaching about 7.5-million uninsured children.
Rockefeller does not have a price estimate
on the bill, nor does he say how he would pay
for it.
• The Senate Democratic leader, Tom
Daschle, wants to give low-income families tax
credits for purchasing children's health insurance. Daschle's decision is purely political; he
fears Republicans will oppose new spending
but may embrace tax credits.
The non-refundable credit, given on asliding scale, would cover up to 90 percent of
health costs for the poorest families. Under
the bill, any insurer who does business with
the government must offer a children-only
plan.
.
• Sen. Phil Gramm, the new chairman of a
key health care subcommittee, 1s considering
a bill requiring America's poorest workers to ·
use a portiori of the Earned Income Tax Credit
to buy major medical coverage. No other
group in the nation is required to purchase in- .
surance. He would also make health insurance
fully deductible for middle-income families.
.·..•

- Cec:i Connolly
·..:· ..:·
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Addition to the Pinellas County H~althy Kids Special Report to the Director
The data. provided are based on a survey conducted with a IBII.do~:lcctcd aroup
of families whose children were enrolled in the PiDellas County Healthy · ProaramThcsc surveys are conducted by &taft' at the 1Dititutc for Child Health Policy as part of the
ongoing program evaluation. Bolow are tho actual questions u they appear in the SUIVCY
instrument and tho parent sapODSCS in PiDc1lu CoUDl}'.
Ouc;sjgn· During the past 12 moacbs, bas ( «!bUd's name_) received any type
of spedaJ educaUon untcu or ·
.,tt? (Do not Include alfted

or taleaated procram..)

1<.:; ~ 1 /J~
·"i1) 3S"\.!q 0 / :).J
0

No

Yes

The next set of reaponsos aro based on the 3J ~·hll~"'l'Cll who, based on parlnt r•port,
Only 3 oftbeso C4'illdml were Jllelltally retarded u

~ivcd apccial education services.
indicated by the parcat ~:adc.U.

Oucstion: If yes, durtag dle put 12 moDtU, 11M Lcblld's aame_)
f\t4:elved &~dal educaUoa for aoy of thae condltlona? (Read
and circle all tbat apply.)

leamiJJg disabilitiu
5~h or lauauaae pro!llems
emotional cti&turbances
other health problems

18 (5n'
4 (1296'1

2 (6%:·
9

(27~)

ID addition, 17 of these 33 childratt were rr.cetvi!lg a
aecood 1.,.JCQial cducatioa scl'Vic:c. These services were as
follows:
t
developmental delay

speech or J.anauaic problems

11 (33,.)
6 (18%)

Oyogjoo· Wh~'' dill (_cllll4'1 lltUM...) ncdv• tlure 1pecllll •ductUion

••rvleer1

Regular classroom settine
Reao~ .room in .re:uJ,ar school
SepiiR&c class alllpait day In
regular school
Specialschool .
Otberpt.cc

PA C.

6 (18~)
1 ( 396)
22

(67~)

3 (9~)

1 ( 3111)

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060
(813} 547-5600 • FAX (813} 547-5610
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Tom Moriarty

FROM:

JimMily--

RE:

Requestea Information

DATE:

April 8, 1997

In response to your April 7 request, I have developed the following figures:

97/98

98/99

99/00

00/01

01 /02

JWB % Local Match

100% .

55/7%

21%

5.6%

5.3%

JWB% Total
Healthy Kids Pinellas

15.3%

13.3%

6.8%

1.9%

1.9%

If one includes the non-JWB matching dollars, which would be attracted to Healthy Kids as a
part of the incentive package, the figures would be adjusted to:
97/98

98/99

99/00

00/01

01 /02

JWB + Generated %
Local Match

100%

84%

42%

11 .2%

10.6%

JWB + Generated %
Total Healthy Kids
Pinellas

15.3%

20%

13.6%

3.8%

3.8%

In trying to put this together, the total project costs and match requirements, I found that I had
to piece information together from the June, 1996 and February 1997 Healthy Kids Pinellas
Progress Reports. There may be some minor differences of opinion regarding tile numbers
since tile numbers had to be extrapolated in some situations and rounded in others.
This information will be at each Board member's place on Thursday.

MARTHA C. MADDUX, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

04101 191
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TO:

Jim Mills

FROM:

Tom Moriarty

DATE:

April 7, 1997

SUBJECT:

4/10/97 Agenda Item IliA. · Healthy Kids

Could you provide the Board with the following information for the meeting on Thursday:

97/98
JWB % of local match

JWB % of Total Healthy Kids
Pinellas
# of children expected to be served

100%

98/99

99/00

00/01

01/02

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060
{813) 547-5600 • FAX (813) 547-5610
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Member~

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director

DATE :

March 13, 1997

~

Attached are the responses to questions posed at the February Board meeting. Also
attached is a memorandum from Charles Hall, Ph.D.

MARTHA C. MADDUX, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

MAR-07-1997
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Christian H. Giblin, Ph.D.
925 31st Ternce, Northeast
St. Petenbarg, Florida 33'704
813.8ll.SSl5
March 3, 1997

Mr. Jim Mills
Executive Director
Juvenile Welfare Board of
Pinellas County
6698 68th Ave., N.
Pinellas Park, Fl. 33781

Dear~
I would like to provide you with a status report on efforts to follow up on questions raised
during and after the JWB workshop last month. (This document may contain more than
you would like to convey to the Board, so if you let me know what you want to include in
a briefing paper to them, I will be happy to edit/expand/prepare it). In addition to the
items listed in the minutes of that meeting, you asked me to look into a number of issues
which were raised also at that meeting ~ following my meeting with Commissioner
Parks, she asked me to explore two additional issues. The issues you directed me to

review included:
1.

·

Pinellas HealthY Kids fPHK) Enrollees who are in Special Education classes

During the workshop, it was estimated that 1~lo of the PHK. enroDees were in special
education classes. This estimate was taken from the Janwuy 1997 report by the Institute
on Child Health Policy (ICHP), in which they randomly surveyed 172 respondents who
had at least one child in the PHK program. Ms. Jennifer Lloyd believes that the survey
question was ... 'does your child participate in special education (excluding gifted)
programs?' ... and that the response required a yes or no response. Ifthe answer was no,
the respondent was directed to continue on to the next question. If the answer was yes,
there were a number of types of special education programs parents could choose from.
Although not available at this time, the ICHP staff are attempting to analyze the responses
to the special education programs and plan to have it to you prior to March 13.
Unfortunately, the frequency with which these children used diagnostic or screening
services from lDP was not available.

2.

Funding for the Florida Healthy Kids Program

The sources of funds for the Florida Heahhy Kids Corporation consist of general revenue
(state) dollars, local match, participants' premiums. and to a lesser degree, interest income
and a premium reserve fund. State dollars for this program go to the Agency for Health
Care Administration in a hunp sum which is then developed into a budget by the Florida

1
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H~ Kids Corporation (FHKC) Board of Directors. The general revenue portion of this

budget for FY 1996-97 is $13,018,852. In his Legislative address on Tuesday, the
Governor proposed that this amount be more than doubled for the next fiscal year. H~ has
also proposed extending the age at which participants are eligible down-ward to four years
of age, and expanding the program to twelve additional sites. A detailed budget sheet is
attached, but here are the significant categories for fy 1996-97:
INCOME
General Revenue
Local Match
Interest Income
Misc. Income

Premium Reserve
Participant Premiums
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSES
Total PersoiUlel*
Total Corporate Expenses••
Total Site Support Expenses•••

$13,018,852
3,599,267
20,000
80~50

498,150
8,19~026

$25,388,026
$410,900
190,500
711,148

Insurance

c

Records Administration
Alachua
Broward
Collier
Dade

Duval
Escambia
Flagler
Hardee
F.6~ds
Okeechobee
Palm Beach

Pinellas

c

l ,304,441

Premiums
638,000
4,073,625
910,000
2,398,000
2,370,225
1,243,125
90,888
196,919
710,082
516,424
2,576,250
1,470,000
l,708,774
1,060,800
2,808,439
$24,075,992
$25,388' 540

St. Lucie
Santa Rosa
Volusia
Total Insurance
TOTAL EXPENSES
*includes taxes and benefits. ••includes rent, utilities, supplies OCO, Board travel, etc.
•••inc~des statr~ve~ marketing, printing, telephone, consulting, evaluation, legal
semces, quality assura.nce contract, etc. It should be noted that Dr. Freedman
{Director of the JCHP) sits on the FHKC Board which provided at least $90 000 in
~uation contracts to the ICHP this year. It is my understanding that he ~ses
himself from voting during these deh'berations.

2
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Contract between FHK.C and lDP

A copy of the contract between the FHKC and lfiP for the Pinellas Program will be
mailed to you. The co-pay requirements listed in this contract include:
PHYSICIAN PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
A
Office visits/primary care physician

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.
H.

c

REQUIRED CO-PAYMENT
$3

Well child care visits
Office visits/specialty services (approved)
Chiropractic Services
Mental Health Services/Outpatient
(Pre-authorized 20/year)
Mental Health Services/Inpatient
(Pre-authorized 15 days/year)
Substance Abuse Rehabilitation and Treatment
pre-authorized: Pregnant Adolescents only
Women's Wellness Program
Prescription Drugs
Medicaid Fonnulary: Generic

HOSPITAL SERVICES
A.
all inpatient Hospital/Skilled Nursing Facility and
inpatient Hospice benefits
B.
Outpatient surgical procedures performed in a
hospital or ambulatory surgery center
C.
Twenty-three hour hospital admissions for medical
observations, diagnostic or surgical stays
D.
Deto'Xification for Alcohol offered on an inpatient basis. Pre-authorized: Pregnant adolescents only
MATERNITY SERVICES
A.
Physician Services - OB office visits for primary obstetrical care
B.
Labor and Delivery services rendered in a hospital inpatient unit or birthing center

c

0
$3

$3/per visit

ss
$5

0
$3
$3

0
0
0
0

0

0

EMERGENCY SERVICES
In the service area:
a. Emergency room visits in a participating hospital
(waived if directly admitted to inpatient)
$25
b. Emergency room visits in a non-participating hospital
fur life-threatening emergencies (waived if directly
admitted to inpatient)
$25
Outside the service area
c. Emergency room visits in a non-participating hospital

3
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for life-threatening emergencies (waived if directly admitted to inpatient)
$25

c

OTiiER BENEFITS
A
Physical, Occupational and Speech Therapy services
for short-term rehabilitation
B.
Home Health Services

C.
D.

B.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Hospice Care - Home Care and outpatient
Routine Vision and Hearing Screening (perfonned by
PCP only)
VISion Exam provided by a participating optOmetrist
Glasses - one pair every year
Durable Medical Equipment and Prosthetic Devices
as medically necessary and Pre-authorized
Hearing Aids as Medically Necessary
Skilled Nursing Facility: Pre-authorized 100 days/year
Preventive Dental Services

SECOND MEDICAL OPINION
A
services rendered by a Participating Provider
B.
services rendered by a Non-participating Provider within
the service area
TESTING FOR LEARNING DISABll..ITIES
For children five years and older, the member co-payment shall
apply to the evaluation and testing for learning disabilities.
ORGAN TRANSPLANT: NON-EXPERIMENTAL
when authorized by fDP at HIP approved facility
4.

$3
$3

0
0
$3
$10
0
0
0
$5/service

0
40% of usual and
customary charges

$200

0

1)zs of School Settings in which Partici.l>ants are enrolled

Ms. Lloyd provided the foDowing breakdown ofthe school settings in which PHK
participants are enrolled:
Type of Program
Numb«
Child Day Care
81
Pre-K Programs
83
Private Schools/
Home Schooling*
123
Public Schools
2009
Total EuroDmeut
Marth 1997*"

c

2296

•The Healthy Kids Program system does not difFerentiate between private schools
and home schooling ••Excludes those who paid late for March coverage

4
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Utilization of Hearing and VISion Screening Services. and Mental Health Services

Attached is a listing of the Pinellas Utilization Information for six months. For hearing
and vision screening:
36
49

Opthalmology·Evaluation
Hearing Screening

It is important to point out that if the hearing or vision screening was done by the primary
care provider, then it may not have been listed separately. Over twelve hundred (1298)
doctor visits are recorded on the attached sheet, and the screening might have been done
during these visits..
No information on Mental Health Services is included in this chart because that service is
sub--contracted to another agency. Jennifer is trying to obtain the mental health services
data prior to the next meeting.
Commissioner Parks asked that the foUowing two questions be addressed:
6.

c

What strategy or plan does th.e Council have to identifY other ormizations which
can contribute to the local match in PineDu County?

(Part of this response was provided by Ms. Lloyd)
According to Ms. lloyd, there is no cun-ent written policy regarding this, only that this
has always been the recognized intention ofthe CQUIICil Most Council members strongly
believe that once one funding pariMr has been secured. that the other community
partners will be more easily found

In addition, Dr. Hall indicated to me that he would request a $10,000 grant from the
Tampa Bay Foundation which he believed would be matched by a local public
relations/marketing fum. The purpose ofthe grant would be to conduct a study to
determine the best ways to market Healthy Kids in Pinellas County and the best ways to
identify and approach potential local funders.
·
7.

How can the JWB Board measure outcomeWesults of the PHK. program: particu·
larly in the area of prevention which is one of the enmh&ses of the JWB Strat§ic
Plan? Will the Pinellas Healthy Kids Program proviM regular information to
determine whether roaJs are ~ing met. gecifica/ly in terms ofnumbers qJ
children enrolled in eadt tQaet category.· raciDllethnic background, age and
other dpnofraphic datD; utilization rates for chi/drm who are in special education programs as weD as those in regular scbool prorrarns.· numbers Q[
children in different tmes ofeducational settings. etc.? (italics mv questions)

c
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(Provided by Ms. Uoyd)
The FHKC can provide the local Council (as it CUTTently does n(JW) with monJhly
enroUment reports as compared to tmgets, enrollment by school liT etJucatjonaf setting
and age. As indicated before. Healthy Kids does not gather ethnic data on our
application. Ethnic data is compiled later and then usually only on survey participants.
Monthly utilization <data> is a contractual requirement of the health services provider
and FHKC has a standard reporting schedul~. Utilization is not broken down by
participants • special needs other qualifying chaTacteristics.
Issues listed in the minutes of the Febnwy Workshop include:
8.
Welfare Refoim. Medicaid Eligibility ReQuirements and the Differences between
Medicaid and Healthy Kids Eligibility

c

The new wel&.re law, enacted in August 1966, requires that many parents go to work.
Since many of these individuals will probably enter the work force in low-wage jobs, their
children are still likely to eligible for Medicaid. In the past, children who received Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), or welfare, were automatically enrolled in the
Medicaid program - it was not necessary to focus Medicaid outreach efforts on this group
of children (Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 1996). The new legislation replaces
AFDC with a block grant program. Because the automatic link between cash assistance
and Medicaid is severed by the new law, millions of children nationally will lose their
automatic link to Medicaid. According to information from the WAGES office, Medicaid
is continued for up to 12 months when employment is obtained. This provision is similar
to one currently in effect when AFDC recipients find employment; Medicaid is continued
for up to 12 months following employment.
Under federal law, children are income-eligible for Medicaid services if their f8mily income
is below 133 percent of the federal poverty level. Thirty-four states, Florida included,
extend Medicaid coverage to infants (children under one year of age) whose &mily income
exceeds 133 percent of the federal poverty level. In Florida, infants may be incomeeligible for Medicaid if their family income is below 185 percem of this poverty level
One-third of the estimated percent ofFlorida children under age six with incomes below
133% of the poverty level lack medical coverage (Center on Budget and Policy Priorities,
1996)..

C

Children whose family income is below 133 percent of the federal poverty level also
qualify for the largest subsidy in the Healthy Kids Program. For a family of four, that
means an inoome of$1690 or less per month. In Pinellas county~ children whose ralnilies
fall within that income lev~ pay $10 per month for medical and dental care. For a family
of eight, the income level is $2826 per month. Appendix B in the Preliminazy Reoort
contains the income guidelines used by the Florida Healthy Kids Corporation. In
Appendix B, the fiuniJy income levels are also provided for those receiving the smaller
subsidy as well as those who pay the full premium. These guidelines are the same as those
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used by the Free and Reduced Lunch Program to detennine which children may receive a
free or subsidized lunch, and are the same as those used by the Community Child Care
(CCC) Program when they perfOtm alternative verification activities with children who are
in child care, private schools and home schooling.
7.

The Need for Economic and Racial Data

Neither race nor economic information is systematically collected for Healthy Kids
participants (many site). The information we do have is derived from the swveys
conducted by the ICHP. The racial and ethnic background of the Pinellas site, basec:l on
the survey, is:

Pintl'" Healthy Kids Race/Ethoic ln(o.rmatio.o•
~

Ethnicity
IUspanic
8%
Non-Hispanic 9:20.4
Total
100%

White
83%
African American
6%
Asian
1%
Native American/
American Indian
1%
Other
90/o
:rotal
100%
Source: Florida Healthy Kids Corporation, 1977

Economic data was presented in the January 1997 ICHP report and relied on selfreporting to a survey question. Over one-half of the respondents bad incomes between
$15,000 and $34,999. This information is hard to interpret without knowing the number
of people in the family.
ID.come
Under $4,999
$5,000 to $9,999
$10,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $19,999
$20,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $34,999
$35,000 to $44,999
$45,000 or more
Don't know/refused

c

Pmpgge
2%
' 5)0/o

18%.
27%
13%
16%
S%
4%
6%

If race/ethnic background and economic data could be added to the application, it would
be easier to apply performance measures to the Pinellas Program to determine ifthe goals
are being met and where increased marketing activities are needed.
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Governance of!helrogram and organintions involved

The governance of the program and the decision making regarding policy is vested by
statute in the Board of the Corporation and in the Age:o.cy for Health Care Administration,
as they oversee this program. The Board bas final authority on the budget and policy

matters.
(the following respon.w to the question was provitkd by FI/KC
The Florida Healthy Kids Corporation was created in 1990 by s.624.9J,F.S., as a
private, not for profit organizatiun to organize groups ofschool children to pruvi~M
comprehensive health care servia.s. The Corporation has a 12 member Board of
Directors, chaired by the Insurance Commissioner, with members appointedfrom the
health care industry (hospitals, physicians and health care providers), Agencyfor Health
Care Administration, Children's Medical Services, Florida Department ofEducation,
school administrators and school board members.
The Corporation staff consists ofan Executive Director, Deputy director-Florida
Program Office, Deputy Director-National Program Office, Marla!ting Manager, Quality
Manager, Contract Manager, Information Manapr, Officer Manager, Member Services
Supervisor, Cash Management Specialist and Member Services representatives.

c

The Third Party Administrator (IPA) is the Dental Hedth Administrative and Consulting
Services (DHACS). The Florida Healthy Kids Corporation contracts with DHACS to
perform the following functions:
-process applications
-determine eligibility ofeach participant through monthly matches with each
school system, alternate verification systems andMedicaid
·
-responsiblefor the billing and collecting ofthe family share ofeach month's
premium
-generate letters to families regarding the status ofenrollment, payment due,
coupon books
-customer services support
-generate to each medical services provider each month the names and
information of each enrolledparticipant and fJJe appropriate premium payment
Evaluation and Research
- the FHKC contracts with the Institute ofChild Health Policy, University of
Florida, to condJtct research as directed by the FHKC Board ofDirectorsfor a//
sites.
-/CliP compiles utilization and claim information from each site and medical
services providu

c

Quality Assurance Audit- FHK.C also contracts with a Quality Assurance auditorfor a
quality and compliance auditfor each program site

8
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Site Specific Contracts:
FHKC contracts with the Pinellas County School System to verify school
enroUment and school lunch eligibility and to distribute marketing materials
and applications
HIP Health Plan ofFlorida (HMO)
~county/program holds a competitive bid processfor the medical services
contract
-the benefits package is uniform throughout the sites, although some sites
have optedfor dmtal coverage (including Pinellas).
-the HMO receives the name ofeach participant every month without regard
to the subsidy level of that participant. The participant is an enrolled member
ofthatHMO.
- the participant pays a monthly premium payment and a small co-paymentfor
certain services. (See Question 3 for specific co-pays).
Local Control

PiMllas Healthy J(jds Council

c

The predecessors to the Council in Pinellas county were the Pinellas Healthy
Kids Task force and Steering Committee. These groups were formed in the
summer of 1995 unt:kr the direction of the Success by SIX to study the feasibility
ofimplementation. These groups determined what benefits were de.fired, the
premium payment structure and eligibility guidelines for the Pinellas program.
In addition, a local represemative was part of the medical services selection
committee.
Each HUI/thy Kids program site has a local Healthy Kids Council or Steering
Committee. Membership on these councils is entirely voluntary but should represent a broad range ofcommunity interests. The Council generally meets
bi-monthly or as needed In Pinellas, the selected Chair ofthe Council is Dr.
Charles Hall. The Cowrcil has input over the local budget (including
enrollment caps), marketing, open enrollment dates and localfinancing. All
final local budgets must be approved by each Council. While all these actions
must re ceive FHKC Board approval, the local council moJzs the initial
recommendations to FHKC.
The main task of the Council is to secure the required local match UJch year.
The Corporation requires a written commitment ofthat match from each
current site by June 1 prior to each MW fiscal year, which begins July J.

c

The local match is a percen/Qge ofthe toiDI cost ofhealth care services. ~
local percentage schedule was set by Board policy so as to increase each

P.10
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ccunty 's share every year until a maximum of 40% has been reached

c

Year TWo:

Year One:

10%
20%

Year Three

300/6

Year Four

40%

This local amount is reached in thlt following mannu:
Total premium costs per member/per month
$49. 00
Total cost for 1hird Party Administrator per nrember 2. 75
Cost per member/per month
$51.75
Plus cost ofprocessing new applications ($4 per
application-one time cost)
~

administrative component ofthe HIP premium is entirely related to
the administrative functions ofHIP, the medical services provider. This
amount is typical ofall Healthy Kids sites. No FHKC administrative costs
are reflected in this amount as all of these costs are paid by the Corporation.
9.
Liability - Per Ms. Lloyd. there is no liabilityfor the local financing partner or
the Pinellas Healthy Kids Council. The risk is assumed by the medical services provider.

c

10.

Review of JWB/Pinellas County School relationship by Board Counsel

According to the February 20, 1997 letter to you from Terry Smiijanic~ ..."there are no
statutory provisions in the Special Act under which JWB operates which would prohibit
the funding of the Pinellas County Healthy Kids Program."
Please let me know if you need anything further from me.

Sincerely,

Christian H. Giblin, Ph.D.
attach

c
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PINELLAS UTILIZATION fNFORMATION

Opthalmology-Evaluation
Eyeglasses

Hearing Screening

c

c

Allcl\.'t)' Testing

9

All~~

61

Treatm.ent

Doctor Visits

1298

Hospital Care

13

Consultations

69

Emergency Room Service

83

Critical Care Services

0

Home Care Services

0

Case Management

0

Preventive Medicine

194

NewbomCare

0

Anesthesia Services

19

Surgery!.Procedures

90

Radiolot'y/Che.mistty

589

Other

397

7 ~1

NOTES:
1.)
Pinellu
2280 childreo enrolloo durins The I995-1996 school year.
2)
There is only I CPT code given per utili7..ation record
I
Information prwided b;v In.tritwlt:/or Child H•al1h Policy (llt!althy Kfe/..t frof(ram Evaltlators)

had
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112.000
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1180.500
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Pinellas County Healthy Kids Program
Status and Next Actions
March 9, 1997
Assuming the Juvenile Welfare Board decides to actively support the Program, our
next steps follow.
First, Pinellas County was unsuccessful in obtaining a grant from Florida Healthy Kids
to perform a marketing and penetration study. All the grants went to potential new
enrollees with no funds allotted to any existing participating County. As was mentioned
during the workshop, Dr. and Mrs. Charles Hall intend to provide at least $10,000 from
their Chuck and Bernie Hall fund of the Tampa Bay Community Foundation. While the
Community Foundation necessarily controls allocation of money from the fund, this use
matches the intended use of the Chuck and Bernie Hall fund very well. Its stated purpose
is to assist children in Pinellas County as a group. The funds are virtually assured. This
money will be matched by pro bono support from FKQ Advertising and Mr. Rob and Bob
Faller with these arrangements already in place.

c

The study will serve two primary purposes. First, Pinellas Healthy Kids wishes to
further our penetration into south County and will seek methods to accomplish same.
Second and even more important will be a marketing approach to reach our benefactors
with sound strategy and obtain their funding support. Our research into this second area
will include the services of Mr. Bob Siver of All Children' s Hospital, Dr. John Heilman
Director of the County Public Health Department, Dean Bill Heller of University of
South Florida at St. Petersburg, and Mr. Russell Sloan of the St. Petersburg Chamber of
Commerce. We are hopeful JWB will participate actively as well.
We have developed a lengthy list of potential local match providers and each group
will be evaluated for potential funding and benefits from the program.
Small Businesses-- CHPA is currently reaching the many, many small businesses in
our County with an affordable group insurance package for their employees. Children' s
coverage is usually not affordable by these businesses. A combination of CHPA and
Healthy Kids seems quite attractive to all parties, especially with the affordability of
Healthy Kids coverage. We have held preliminary discussions. The small business
benefits in many ways including affordability of the combined package and less absences
from work, often caused by sick children who have not received proper preventive care.

c

Larger Businesses-- Mr. Russell Sloan is strongly in favor of the Healthy Kids
program and believes he can marshall the Counties businesses behind the program.
Larger service businesses stand to gain much as do the small businesses, wherein they
often cannot afford to subsidize a family insurance program. As you know, the larger
and more affluent businesses remain a mainstay of funds support in the County and those

we have contacted view this program with a high priority. They too gain in several ways
including better attendance by their employees, less distractions from family sickness,
and the internal and external publicity associated with supporting a successful program.
Hospitals-- Mr. Bob Siver is completing a study of the benefits to Hospital Emergency
Rooms of having less children visit for the more routine illnesses. Hospitals are very
supportive in almost every Healthy Kids County including funding local matches.
United Way-- As you are aware, our United Way has sponsored the first 18 months of
the Pinellas County Healthy Kids program and while it would be very presumptuous to
state they would continue to sponsor a part of the program, we will take the current status
to the Board and request continued support.
Coordinated Child Care-- This Agency currently supports the program with
administrative activities and will be called upon to help in even more ways.

c

Medicaid/ Medicare/ Medipass-- By encouraging eligible enrollees to seek Healthy
Kids or by combining Healthy Kids with these emerging and changing State run
programs, we will propose to share the savings with the State and use our share for local
match. A great majority of the Pinellas delegation have expressed strong support for the
program and stand by ready to assist however we ask. Senate Bill 1750 was recently
introduced to seek a Medicaid waiver to receive matching funds for children enrolled in
Healthy Kids. This approach appears to be quite attractive to all parties.
Retired Physicians-- Several Counties have successfully sought support from these
generally more affluent citizens.
We must not lose sight of the reasons to do any or all of the above. The Children of
our County are the direct beneficiaries. If some of the above groups and/or JWB desire
special data to show the effectiveness of the program, the Institute has been very willing
to capture those data specific to our County either on the application forms, or from
utilization data or through the many interviews they conduct in the County.
Our local Council goal is to be able to impact the calendar 1998 and on budgets for
most of the above groups.

Sincerely, for the Council,

~~~\~c:~
Charles Hall, Ph.D.
547-1189

Action

lten1 II. B.
Regular Meeting 3/13/97

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM :

James E. Mills, Executive Directo~

Requested Action

r.

The Board is asked to approve participation in a community task force to be
jointly convened by JWB, the United Way and Family Resources, Inc. to recommend
an alternative organizational structure for delivery of Information m1d Referral and
Volunteer Services. JWB would agree to appoint three membms of I he nine· member
task force which would report back to the convening bodies.

Options
1. Approve participation in the I&R/V AC Task Force and designate three
representatives.
2. Do not participate in Task Force and respond only to formnl proposals.
3. Negotiate an alternative process.

c

4. Take no action.
5. Take any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recornmended Action
Approve participation in the I&R/VAC Task Force and designate three
representatives.
'

Source of JWB Funds
Not applicable.

Fiscal Impact
None

Narrative

c

Family Resources, INC. (FRI) currently houses Helpline (Information and
Referral) and the Volunteer Action Center. These two programs represent
approximately 15% of FRI"s budget and are quite different from the majority of FRI
provided services; runaway services and GINS-FINS (Children in Need of Supervision
and Families in Need of Supervision). In the course of FRI's stratenic planning
process, it became evident that it would be in the best interests of FHI to "spin off"
these two programs to concentrate on its primary mission. Since JWB and the United

Way are the two primary funders of these two services (98. 7% of VAC and 66.7% of
1/R) both organizations were approached for consultation. Joint explorations identified
no logical agencies to which these programs could be transferred - including the
United Way and JWB, without raising significant policy or organizational issues.
Upon conclusion of their discussions the executive directors of the three agencies
determined that a broader community task force was necessary to determine how
these two services might be best organized to sustain existing service capability but
also how such a change might improve or expand those cnpabilitics and provide a
foundation for broader future supportive activities and services for the community.
The general time line for the task force would be:
General Plan Development Report
and Approval
Organizational Design
Transition and Implementation
Target Completion Date

Marcil tllrouoh Se!Jlember, 1997
October through December, 1997
January through June, 1998
June 30, 1998

Each party will appoint three members as follows:

GENERAL

SPECIAL

2

1

Non-United Way Funded Service
Provider

United Way

2

1

representative Uniled Way Executives
Association

FRI

2

1

representative of DIJfXtrtrnont of
Children & Families, Heallh and
Human Services Board
(Pinellas)

JWB

The Task Force would also establish a Technical Advisory Committee which could
represent a broader range of providers and consumers ( i.e. libraries, civic
organizations, law enforcement agencies, senior Helpline, etc.)
Both of these services provide significant support for both lllo t~ntic:ipated Results
Infrastructure and Core Infrastructure as envisioned in the JWB Strategic Plan. They
also provide support services to the general community which exlend beyond the
traditional human services. This situation also provides an opportunity to create new
community supports as well as expansion of partnerships and collaborations.

,
}

Action

Item II.C.
Regular Meeting 3/13/97

TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board MembersL

•

FROM:

James E. MIIJs, Executive Directo
f\\. ~
Stephanie W. Judd, Director, Prog ms and Finance ~

lJ

Requested Action
The Board is requested to allow Coordinated Child Care to utilize funds
allocated to the LIEF program,generated by a payback from the Department of
Children and Families, for children in PARC and UPARC preschools normally
supported by Part H dollars through the Department of Health.

Options
1.

Approve the request.

2.

Modify the request.

3.

Deny the request.

Recommended Action

c

1.
Authorize Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas, Inc. to utilize funds
allocated to the LIEF program, generated by a payback from the
Department of Children and Families, for children In the PARC and
UPARC preschools normally supported by Part H dollars through
the Department of Health from March 1, 1997, through June 30,
1997, with the understanding that no JWB funds will be available to
assist with any projected Part H shortfall beginning July 1, 1997.
2.
Direct the Executive Director to write a letter to the Secretary of the
Department of Health outlining the action taken by JWB In an effort
to respond to a community crisis generated by the erroneous
budgeting of Part H dollars at the state level and identifying that
JWB participation is temporary through June 30, 1997, and that no
JWB funds will be available to assist with any projected Part H
shortfall in the state FY 1997-98.

Source of JWB Funds
The funds to be utilized are dollars generated from the Department of Children
and Families in FY 1996-97 to repay Coordinated Child Care for child care slots
funded in FY 1995-96 by JWB through the LIEF program.

c
1

Fiscal Impact
None
~
I

Narrative
The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County was notified in the second week of.
February that All Children's Hospital-Developmental Evaluation and Intervention
Program, PARC-Preschool and UPARC-Preschool had been notified by the
Department of Health, Children's Medical Services, that there had been a $5.5 million
error made in the Part H budget and had subsequently been erroneously allocated to
the Districts. As a result of this error, each entity was given an amount figure that
they would either have to replace by other funding sources or •absorb• within their
corporation while still providing services to entitled Part H recipients.
Part H funding is federal funding is a block grant to the states for early intervention
services to children birth to three years of age with established condtions that have a
high probability of resulting in developmental disability or who have an existing
developmental delay. The Part H services must be provided through a familycentered, community-based system ~ The core services provided are: Child Find-identification and screening; Service Coordination; Multidisciplinary Evaluation; and
Family Support Plans. Additional services which must be provided if identified in the
Family Support Plan are public awareness, occupational therapy, physical therapy,
audiology, speech and language therapy, social work services, psychological services,
educational services, health services, nutrition, nursing services, medical services,
transportation, family training, home visits, counselingm, and/or vision services.
All core services within Pinellas County are provided by All Children's Hospital-Developmental Evaluation and Intervention Program. PARC and UPARC provided
additional services, i.e. developmental day care and certain therapies identified in
family support plans. In late January 1997, these organizations were advised that an
error in budgeting for Part H dollars had occurred (sometime the previous summer)
and that error had been allocated to the Districts. In a communication dated January
31, 1997, received by PARC it was described as, •...funds for the Part H program in
both the central office and in the field have been over-obligated since the beginning of
this fiscal year by $5.5 million. This is a very serious mistake and was just discovered
this week. It is a result, in part, of assuming that carry forward dollars and certain
approporiation levels would be funded. This was not the case. •
JWB was notified by PARC of this issue on February 5, 1997. On February 24, 1997,
after the organizations had received additional information from Children's Medical
Services regarding the extent of the problem to each organization, JWB staff attended
a meeting with all parties to determine if JWB could provide any assistance to the
organizations. All Children's Hospital had developed a plan to address their part of
the problem; however they were not in a position to assist either PARC or UPARC
with their share. As part of determining what possible options were available, JWB
staff contacted Coordinated Child Care to ascertain the status of FY 1996-97 LIEF
obligations. Guy Cooley, Executive Director, advised that the Department of Children

2

•

•

and Families was repaying $297,000 to Coordinated Child Care for child care slots
paid for by JWB LIEF funding during FY 1995-96. CCC is agreeable to utilize this
unanticipated revenue to cover the costs incurred by PARC and UPARC in the Part H
issue from March 1, 1997, through June 30, 1997. The matter has been discussed
with staff from the Department of Children and Families and they are also in
agreement.
According to information received from PARC and UPARC, a total of $234,410 is
needed to support 61 children in care from March 1, 1997 through June 30, 1997.
Of this total, $119,599 for 30 children is needed by PARC and $114,811 for 31
children is needed by UPARC. UPARC has more in-service training days during the
time period than PARC; therefore, the costs differ. The per diem rate for Part H is
$47.46 per day.
All parties understand that this action is to address the immediate need through June
1997. All organizations are currently developing plans to address long term issues.
Staff from both PARC and UPARC have stated that they are able to address the
reduction in Part H for FY 1997-98 because they are aware of the issues before the
fiscal year starts. The biggest problem they are encountering currently is having to
absorb this annual reduction over a four month period and only being given a matter
of weeks to identify solutions to the problems.

c
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Action

Item 11.0
Regular Meeting 3/13/97

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members~

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto
Browning Spence, Director, Comm

ity lnltiatlves/lfl-

Requested Action
The Board is requested to approve JWB' s support for participation in a planning
and community organization grant application to be submitted by the City of St.
Petersburg for the designated Weed and Seed Area. The City is seeking funds from
the Department of Juvenile Justice Community Organizing Program.

Options
1 . Approve full participation, including financial support for this grant
application.

2. Approve technical assistance only.
3. Deny the request.
4. Other action the Boara deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
Allocate up to $20,000 of Transitional Funds for FY 96-97 to the City of St.
Petersburg for match for a grant application to the Florida Department of Juvenile
Justice for a Community Organizing Program.

Source of JWB Funds
FY 96-97 Transitional Funds - Unallocated.

Fiscal Impact
FY 96-97 Transitional Funds - Unallocated will be reduced by up to $20,000 from
$362,332 to $342,332.

Narrative________________________________________________________
The City of St. Petersburg is applying for a Community Organizing Program
grant from the Florida Department of Juvenile Justice. The goal of the State
initiative is to "--reduce delinquency and youth violence by supporting communities
in providing their children, families, neighborhoods and institutions with the
knowledge, skills, and opportunities necessary to foster a healthy and nurturing
environment which supports the growth and development of productive and

responsible citizens." The approach of this initiative is community oriented and is
directed towards identifying risk factors in neighborhoods and choosing specific
positive approaches(protective factors) that emphasize opportunities for healthy
social, physical and mental development. The intent of this program concept is to
empower neighborhoods by providing a coordinated service delivery system that
builds an infrastructure from within the targeted neighborhood. Key components of
this effort include: neighborhood organizing, neighborhood mapping, collaboration,
community policing, and parental involvement.
The City has targeted the Weed and Seed area of St. Petersburg for this initiative.
The Weed and Seed area is bounded by 4th
~=:~fn the east, 34th Street on the
.:i •.1 t" ;6., -c::. •
west, Central Avenue on the north, and.!l.'Wl
on the south. The Weed and
Seed approa::h is an effort to combine police efforts with positive activities. The
initial efforts are to "weed out" criminal activity and then work with neighborhood
residents to "seed" positive activities and services that reflect the needs and
desires of the neighborhood. The City intends to use the funds from the grant to
work with neighborhood residents to identify community assets and to develop
long range strategies that result in positive activities for young people and their
families within the target area. Specific strategies will not be identified until after
the mapping activities.
The approach proposed by the City is consistent with JWB's strategic direction and
compliments our current partnership with the City in Childs Park. JWB staff have
been participating on the Weed and Seed Task Force. A 50% match is required to
match the State funds. The match can be a combination of cash and inkind. The
exact amount of match has not yet been determined as the proposal is under
development. The due date for the proposal is March 31st.

.
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Action

Item II.E.
Regular Meeting 3/13/97

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directorc-A
l\.
0
Stephanie W. Judd, Director, Prog~~ and Finance ~

~

~

\j

Requested Action
The Board is asked to approve parameters by which the budget for the 1997-98 fiscal
year will be developed.

Source of JWB Funds
All projected Revenues and proposed Expenditures will be identified in the Proposed
Administrative and Program Budget for Fiscal Year 1997-98.

Fiscal Impact
This action will culminate in the preparation of the Proposed Administrative and
Program Budget for Fiscal Year 1997-98.

Narrative

TAX RATE
The Board is requested to determine the action to be taken regarding the tax rate for
Fiscal Year 1997-98. Once again, it is anticipated the property valuation for Pinellas
County will increase minimally for FY 1997-98. Preliminary •guesstimates" indicate an
increase similar to FY 1996-97 (approximately 2%).

1

. .,
Options
1. Direct that the budget for FY 1997-98 be developed using the rollback rate,
the millage rate required to generate an amount equal to the FY 1996-97 tax
··
revenue ($26,155,728) based upon the FY 1997-98 taxable value.

~irect that the budget for FY 1997-98 be developed using a flat
~)-tax rate--.8117 mils.

t

(FY 1996-

3. Direct that the budget for FY 1997-98 be developed using a small increase in
the millage rate, the amount of that increase to be determined by the Board.
Recommended Action
Establish Option II as the preparation parameter.
Narrative

For FY 1997-98, it is recommended that contract agencies be instructed to complete
funding applications requesting funding at the FY 1996-97 level. If there is additional
revenue generated as a result of an increase over the projected property valuation it is
recommended that those dollars would be identified in July and Board would allocate
those funds in across-the-board Cost of Living increases. Any adjustments of agency
allocations would then be incorporated into the revised budget that is submitted in
August. This is the same process as used in FY 1996-97.

~

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT PROGRAMS
The Board has historically placed emphasis on prevention and early intervention
programs as a funding priority. This practice was reinforced and confirmed in the
Board's approval of Community Driven Results: The Future of the Juvenile Welfare
Board of Pinellas County. JWB has been reducing its contracts with residential care
for several years and elimination of funding for residential care is proposed.
Options

1.
Fund Residential programs for a final year in FY 1997-98 using ad
valorem revenue for the first three months of the fiscal year and one-time-only
fund balance dollars for the last nine months of the fiscal year.
2
Fund Residential programs a final year in FY 1997-98 using ad
valorem revenue for the entire fiscal year.
3.
Fund Residential programs for a final year in FY 1997-98 using onetime-only fund balance dollars for the entire fiscal year.

2
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4.
Fund Residential programs for a final year in FY 1997-98 using any
other combination of funds identified by the Board.

r;;)

5.
Continue to fund Residential programs in Continuation Funding using ad
valorem tax revenue.

Recommended Action
Establish Option I as the preparation parameter.

Narrative

C

That document specifically states, •JWB's particular focus within the larger ecosystem
will be on community-based development and prevention activities .. :. JWB's
primary focus, as illustrated on page 35 of the Strategic Plan, is directed towards
development and prevention. JWB's secondary focus is on early intervention and it's
tertiary focus is on community treatment. Through the adoption of the strategic plan,
residential treatment was not identified as a priority for JWB funding. Therefore, it is
recommended that FY 1997-98 be the last fiscal year that JWB provides funding for
Brookwood, A Young Women's Residence; Carlton Manor; Eckerd Wilderness
Educational Services; and Operat!on PAR's Academy. Total funding for residential
programs for FY 1996-97 is $590,871 . It is further recommended that the first three
months of the fiscal year cost of residential programs be supported by ad valorem tax
revenue and the final nine months be funded with One-Time-Only Transitional dollars.

@STRATEGIC PLAN IMPLEMENTATION CATEGORY
The Board is requested to initiate a Strategic Plan Implementation category.
Provisions for the utilization of this fund will be made based upon the Community
Results selected by the Board at the July meeting.

Options
1.

Develop a Strategic Plan Implementation category for FY 1997-98
funded by 25% one-time-only fund balance dollars and 75% ad valorem
revenue.

2.

Develop a Strategic Plan Implementation category for FY 1997-98
funded entirely by ad valorem revenue.

3.

Develop a Strategic Plan Implementation category for FY 1997-98
funded entirely by one-time-only fund balance dollars.

4.

Develop a Strategic Plan Implementation category for FY 1997-98
funded by any other combination identified by the Board.

3

5.

Do not develop a Strategic Plan Implementation category for FY
~
1997- 98.
~Recommended Action

Establish Option I as the preparation parameter.
Narrative
By discontinuing funding for residential programs after FY 1997-98, there will be
money available to •reinvest• in prevention and early intervention programs.. Once the
Board has determined the community results on which attention will be focused, it will
be necessary to identify desired activities, services, and projects which will achieve the
identified results. The Board may choose to encourage the agencies which operated
the residential and •deeper end• programs to •retool• and utilize those dollars in a new
project directed towards the desired results using youth development principles, family
support principles and become more community based. Another option available to
the Board would be to place all "freed up• money into one or a small number of major
program efforts. With this option the monies would be made available using a
Request for Proposal or Invitation to Bid process. The specific decision can be made
later in the budget process or even in the early months of the 1997-98 Fiscal Year.
By using a combination of funding, as used in this recommended action as well as the
recommended action for Residential programs, ad valorem dollars would be utilized
throughout the entire fiscal year, yet avoiding annualization problems which would
occur if one or more of these items were funded strictly by one-time-only fund balance
dollars.

PROGRAM

% OF AD VALOREM $

% OF FUND BALANCE $

TOTAL

Residential

25%

75%

100%

Strategic Plan

75%

25%

100%

TOTAL

100%

100%

INTERGENERATIONAL AND YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
At the February meeting, the Board approved revising the schedule for
lntergenerational and Youth Development funding processes by funding three months
in the current fiscal year from the Transitional Fund. The Board is requested to
continue this practice in FY 1997-98.

Options
1.

Continue funding the new lntergenerational and Youth Development
funding cycle from Transitional for the last three months of FY 1997-98.

4

2.

(f)

Fund the new lntergenerational and Youth Development funding cycles
from Ad Valorem dollars for the last three months of FY 1997-98.

Recommended Action
Establish Option I as the preparation parameter.
Narrative

The action approved by the Board at the February meeting allows programs to begin
during the school year (August) rather than waiting until the beginning of the new
fiscal year (October). Many of the program requests for both lntergenerational and
Youth Development have linkages with the school year. Utilizing Transitional dollars
allows the programs to begin at a more rational time without resulting in an increase in
the millage rate.

@

HEALTHY KIDS PROGRAM

The budget will include whatever action the Board approves regarding the Healthy
Kids program and will be accommodated within the .8117 millage cap.
Recommended Action
Should the Board approve JWB financial participation in the Healthy Kids
program in the FY 1997-98 budget, such participation would be
accomplished within the .8117 millage cap.
Narrative

®

An extensive policy and decision making process is being conducted independent of
the Budget Parameter process. Accommodating financial participation by the Juvenile
Welfare Board will result in an increase in the use of fund balance dollars or the
reallocation of ad valorem funds from another source in order to accomplish this
addition within the .8117 millage cap for FY 1997-98..
NEW INITIATIVES
During the preparation of the budget, staff will study the feasibility of implementing the
following new initiatives:
1.
Major Performance Based Program Consolidation-Staff would explore the
feasibility of implementing and the implications of a previously Board
generated suggestion for a large, single, multi-year performance based
contract targeting a specific community need or Board objective.
2.
Enhance Advocacy Capability--Staff would explore the feasibility of
significantly increasing the JWB advocacy capability through the
establishment of an Ombudsman program. Such a program could be
undertaken on a two to three year demonstration basis using fund
balance dollars and would address both individual and system wide
5

issues impacting Pinellas County families.
3.
Community Rights and Responsibilities-Staff would explore with the
Center for Ethics at the University of South Florida, Bayboro campus,
and the Family and Child Collaborative at USF, the feasibility of
establishing and communicating a broadly endorsed statement of rights
and responsibilities for families and children in Pinellas County.
4.
Enhance Cultural Diversity Training Capability-Increased demands have
been made of the Training Center for general and specialized assistance
in developing organizational diversity programs. These demands which
are consistent with the principles of the Strategic Plan exceed the current
capacity of the Training Center.

Recommended Action
Authorize feasibility studies of New Initiatives for possible inclusion in the
FY 1997-98 Budget for Board consideration.
JWB CONTRACTS AND GRANTS
It is anticipated that in the future JWB will be receiving more contracts and grants from
outside funding sources, such as Public Private Ventures and Head Start and the
B.E.S.T. Initiative. It is anticipated that JWB will be participating in more nontraditional collaborations. JWB continually strives to identify foundation/grant dollars
to be brought into Pinellas County to broaden the capacity for enhancing children's
services. These Contract and Grants will continue to appear in the Administrative
Budget; however, staff is requesting that the auditors review the possibility of having
two components in the Administration Budget--Administrative Operations and
Administrative Contracts and Grants.

~ Recommended Action
Continue to budget JWB Contracts and Grants in the proposed
Administration Budget.
ADMINISTRATIVE COST RATE
For the past several years, the Board has established a targeted adjusted
Administrative Cost Rate for JWB Administration.

Recommended Action

. i.:,::. .~. ' . . . ' ..

Establish an adjusted Administrative Cost Rate for JWB Administration
for FY 1997-98 not to exceed 9%.
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Narrative
Since FY 1990-91 , the adjusted Administrative Cost Rate has ranged from a high of
9.56% to a low of 8.85%, The adjusted Administrative Cost Rate for FY 1996-97 is
8.95%. Historically, the Administrative Cost has been adjusted by removing the costs
for the Training Center since their primary purpose is to provide training for entities
outside the JWB; a percentage of the costs of Finance, Human Resources, and
Operations since staff in these sections provide support to our two Component Units
(Marriage and Family Counseling and the Pinellas Count}' 'License Board); and any
other function independently funded and performed by JWB staff for the community
such as the Community Change for Youth Development Initiative, the Pinellas Early
Childhood Collaborative, the B.E.S.T. Initiative. The Administrative Cost history is
presented in Attachment B. Any salary adjustments for JWB staff and its component
units will be accommodated within the 9% adjusted Administrative Cost.
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Attachment A
TAXONOMY

FUND BALANCE DOLLARS-Those resources representing unspent
dollars from previous years. These dollars are usually committed
only for non-recurring activities.
ONGOING DOLLARS-Those resources generated by the annual tax
levy.
These dollars are committed to continuing or multi y ear
activities.
CONTINUATION FUNDING-Funding category for ongoing programs
funded by the Juvenile Welfare Board. These programs first enter
the funding process through the New and Expanded funding cycle.
From the second year forward, those programs which meet serv ic e
objectives apply for funding through this funding cycle . Utili ze s
ongoing dollars plus a prudent allocation of fund balance dollars
from prior years.
SPECIAL NEEDS FUNDING (Established 1985-86) -Funding category
which applies to ongoing programs only.
This category is
established on a year by year basis by the Juvenile Welfare Boa rd
to address unanticipated or uncontrollable administration and
management costs which cannot be accommodated within the parameters
of the normal Continuation Funding cycle. Utilizes ongoing dollars
plus a prudent allocation of fund balance dollars from prior years.
RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION FUNDING (Established 1984-85)-Funding
category which was created to study or investigate the feasibility
of introducing a new or improved methodology, policy or activi ty
relating to a specific service or target population of children · and ~ -. their families.
Projects in this category are time-limited . an_si__;_·:.~
initially allocated by the Juvenile Welfare Board on a two -ye a r . :.; ·
cycle.
At the completion of the research phase, contingent upQn ~- ·
the results of the Research component the program may b ecome eligible for Continuation Funding.
If the research component is
incomplete the activity can be awarded further Research and
Demonstration Funding .
Example of activities would include time
limited service projects, research evaluation or special study
activities, demonstration projects, and matching or ch~~:;:;-~requirements for foundation grants or other funding. Utilize s t uri<r -·
·balance dollars.
TRANSITIONAL FUNDING (Established 1984-85) - Funding c a t e go ry is
u t ilized to cover expenses related to either termination of
existing contracts or initiation· of Board approved related
activities.
It is time limited funding confined to the curre nt
fiscal year. Utilizes fund balance dollars.

NEW AND EXPANDED FUNDING (Established 1984-85) -Funding category
utilized for the initiation of new programs for which continuation
funding anticipated or expansion of existing continuation programs.
Allocations are consistent with Board adopted Needs Assessment
priorities . Utilizes ongoing dollars.
MERGER/CONSOLIDATION (Established 1984-85) -Funding category
utilized
to
assist
child
serving
agencies
in
program
consolidations, program transfers, or corporate mergers through the
payment of expenses directly related to such activities.
This
category emphasizes the value of streamlining the service delivery
system resulting in more efficient use of resources. Utilizes fund
balance dollars.
EQUIPMENT /RENOVATION (Established 1986-87) -Funding category
utilized to assist child serving agencies (funded and unfunded) in
acquiring goods having a cost of $200 or more with a useful life of
one year or more. Utilizes fund balance dollars.
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS-Funding category which targets specific
program services but for which a designated program has not been
identified for funding. · · Guidelines are issued identifying the
desired service components, targeted populations and/or methodology
for the specific program.
A competitive application process is
employed to identify the eventual provider of the service. Usually
utilizes ongoing dollars.
AD VALOREM DOLLARS-Dollars acquired through the levy of property
taxes in accordance with Florida Statutes.
TERMINATING PROJECTS-Research and Demonstration projects which
have completed the second year of the funding cycle.
These
projects
may
become
eligible
for
Continuation
Funding,
reappropriation of Research and Demonstration Funding, or any
combination of the two.
BUDGET INITIATIVES-New programs
newly identified community needs
Juvenile Welfare Board during the
development and consideration. May
ongoing dollars.

or activities resulting from
which are presented to the
budgeting process for further
utilize either fund balance or

INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFERS-Those resources representing funds
received for continuing programs from other governmental entities
and administered by the Juvenile Welfare Board.
MISCELLANEOUS
REVENUE-Those resources
representing
funds
received from interest earnings, mortgage, in-kind rent, and the
United Way.

ATTACHMENT 8
ADMINISTRATIVE COST (BUDGETED) HISTORY

1982/83 TO 1996/97

1996/97

$27,751,640

$3,500,073

8.95%

9.89%

1995/96

$27,280,899

$3,159,996

8.85%

9.89%

1994/95

$25,812,990

$2,979,509

8.85%

9.24%

1993/94

$22,229,350

$2,645,325

9.56%

9.60%

1992/93

• $19,757,732

$2,340,159

9.51%

9.74%

1991/92

•• $18,942,632

$2,231,794

9.38%

9.92%

1990/91

$21,257,520

$1,964,832

7.26%

9.56%

1989/90

$19,528,266

$1,784,230

7.24%

9.31%

1988/89

$15,735,109

$1,597,554

8.06%

9.76%

1987/88

$14,786,946

$1,444,052

7.79%

9.39%

1986/87

$13,170,439

$1,201,494

7.28%

8.87%

1985/86

$11,518,470

$1,121,752

7.74%

9.09%

1984/85

$10,262,626

$1,049,180

8.16%

9.46%

1983/84

$9,368,320

$982,184

8.72%

10.28%

1982/83

$8,244,043

$911 ,159

9.17%

10.45%

•

Reflects removal of $1,660,924 from computational base (PCLB and MFC)

••

Reflects removal of $7,552,572 from computatio!lal base (CCC)

Information

Item III.A.
Regular Meeting 3/13/97

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members ~

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Director
Stephanie W. Judd, Director, Progra

_

Finance~

CONTRACT MODIFICATION FOR FAMILY RESOURCES, INC.--GROUP HOMES

The Juvenile Welfare Board allocated $233,814 to Family Resources, Inc. for the
Group Home Program, a voluntary group care and treatment home for 12-17
year olds who are exhibiting pre-delinquent type behaviors. The program has
two six-bed homes, one for females and one for males, which probide family
counseling, individual and group counseling, and an altemative school setting.
Youth retum to theri parents on weekends, affording the parents the
opportunity to practice what they leam through counseling and groups on an
ongoing basis. The program is an intensive effort to address these behaviors in
a manner that will prevent these youth from further penetration into the
juvenile justice system. The program is reimbursed on a per diem basis.
In October, 1996, JWB was advised of the difficulty in keeping the Group
Homes operational by Family Resources staff. Medicaid money which was
anticipated to support costs previously covered by fundraising and fees was
not materializing at the level anticipated. Discussions were held conceming
ways the program could be phased out and/or modified. JWB staff has been
involved in attempting to identify other providers to use the group home
facilities which are zoned for group living situations. The homes are owned by
a local church which would like to continue to use the facilities for some type
of residential care program.
There are currently 8 youth in residence and 7 youth receiving family support
services and altemative schooling. In order to recoup the cost for the seven
youth living at home and receiving family support and altemative school, JWB
staff has encouraged the agency to convert their per diem budget into a line
item reimbursement budget. The agency was willingly agreed to this
conversion. JWB will be working with the agency regarding the final phase out
of the program and identifying altemative uses for the program funds. It is
anticipated that the group homes will be phased out by July 1997.

Information

Item 111.8
Regular Meeting 3/13/97

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlreclo Kathy Helmuth, Communications

·

~~

~lall~ v

Earned Income Credit
This marks the eighth year that the Juvenile Welfare Board has joined the
Washington, D.C.-based Center on Budget and Policy Priorities in spreading the
word on the Earned Income Credit (EIC). The EIC is a special tax benefit for
working families who may be eligible for up to $3,556. The main focus of the
campaign is to alert qualified families, who may receive the EIC as a result of
filing an income tax return, or arranging with employers to receive the credit
during the year.
Information was mailed the end of January and included child care centers and
family day care homes, families waiting for subsidized child care, schools,
houses of worship, social service agencies, temporary labor pools, malls and
other outlets with potentially high pedestrian traffic volume. As with last year,
emphasis was placed on reaching the business community (Attachment 1), with
some 1,600 employers receiving materials. Additionally, the county's 15
chambers of commerce am~ 24 city halls were included. Approximately 51,000
pieces of collateral material --- flyers (Attachment 2), fact sheets, payroll stutters
--- were sent along with letters to a mailing of more than 4, 700. Special efforts
again included reaching the Hispanic and Asian communities. Information in
Spanish, Cambodian, Laotian, Vietnamese, Hmong, Philippine and Chinese
were sent to businesses and organizations catering to these ethnic groups.
Assisting the Juvenile Welfare Board in this year's campaign was Coordinated
Child Care of Pinellas, Inc., Pinellas County License Board for Children's
Centers and Family Day Care Homes, and United Way of Pinellas County.

c

At t achment 1

THE 1 9 9 7
E A R N E D

January, 1997

I N C 0 M E
CREDIT
CAMPAIGN

Dear Colleague:
As a Pinellas County business leader, you have an
opportunity to pass along some very valuable
information to your employees that boosts the
effective return they receive for their work,
while generating revenues for our local economy.
The Earned Income Tax Credit (EIC) helps working
families, including very low-income workers
without children.

Sponsors:
Coordina ted Child Care of
Pinellas, Inc.
Juvenile Welfare Board of
Pinellas County

What does EIC do for our area's employees and
employers? It supplements wages at no cost to
you, while giving people more disposable income to
pay bills as well as purchase goods and services .

Pi nelLas County License Board
fo r Children's Centers and
Fdmi!y Ddy Care Homes
U ni lcJ V/dy of Pinellas
County

Enclosed is a flier, fact sheet and payroll
stuffer. The flier and fact sheet can be
displayed in an employee information center or
break room. We encourage you to copy the payroll
stuffer for each employee and include it with
their . paychecks . (AJl materials are available in
Spanish, with fliers· in several Asian languages a s
well.)
If you have questions or want any materials in
another language, please contact Kathy Helmuth at
the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County ,
547-5677. Thank you in advance for your
assistance with this project, which is certai n to
benefit many families in Pinellas.

·~:!{~~

,/'

~.__-

66?H

61:llh A venue N orth. Suite A

Pine!!.:~; P<~rk.

Floridd 33 781-:;060
5 -l7 -5600
Fax: (813) 547-5 610

Phone: (813)

James E. Mills, ACSW
Executive Director
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County

Attachment 2

WORKERS

Put Some Extra

MONEY
in Your Pocket!!
~~~

for information a6oot 6ow
you can get the Earnetllncome Credit
ant/free help filing your taxes,
call the IRS at 1-800-829-1040.

Avoid refund delays! Be sure to provide
the corred name anti Social Security
number lor each person Rstetl on your
tax return.

r

I

Keep all of your income tax refund this year!
Be Smart, Save Money! Workers with modest incomes can get
free help preparing their tax returns. To find the free tax
preparation site near you, call 1-800·829-1 040.
Remember! Getting a quick turnaround on a tax refund is the
most expensive way to have your taxes filed. Paying for a
quick refund takes money away from your Earned Income
Credit or any other tax refund you get.

Claim Your Earned Income Credit
ATax Benefit for People Who Work!
The Earned Income Credit is a special tax benefit for people
who work full- or part-time. If you qualify, you'll owe less in
taxes, and you may get cash back. Even if you don't owe
income tax you can get the credit. But, you must file a federal
tax return.

Who can get the Earned Income Credit?
• Single or married workers who were raising children in
their homes, and who earned less than $28,495 in 1996 (or
less than $25,078 if they were raising only one child). File
form 1040 or 1040A, attach Schedule EIC.
• Single or married workers at least age 25 and under age 65,
who were not raising children in their homes, and who
earned less than $9,500 in 1996. File any tax form.

----------:.::·~--·-·

lf _
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THE 1997
EARNED
INCOME
CREDIT
CAMPAIGN

'\
'
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Information

Item III.C
Regular Meeting 3/13797

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive DlrectorC"C\
Browning Spence, Director, Comm~ Initiatives~

\!'-'

Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative (PECC) Update
PECC received an award of $125,000.00 from the Department of Education for the
Collaborative Partnership Grant. The funding cycle began December 1, 1996 and
ends November 30, 1997. Some of the grant activities include, the provision of
scholarships for Child Development Associate (CDA) credentialing and National
Accreditation programs, the formation of a centralized enrollment system for
subsidized care, collaborative training, the design of a permanent structure for
PECC and the development of an asset assessment of early education and care
facilities and available child care slots in Pinellas County.

c

The Planning Committee has begun the process of identifying available data and
developing strategies to collect additional information. JWB staff, from the
Research and Development Department, has provided technical support. Once the
data is available the committee intends to develop a community plan to meet the
identified child care needs.
A second demonstration of the unified wait list has been provided by TDS and
training is being provided to the system users from Head Start, Coordinated Child
Care and the School District Pre-K Programs. The next phase is evaluation and
refinement of the software with TDS. By the Fall of 1997 the committee will begin
the development of a plan to centralize the enrollment process for subsidized care.

Staff Resource Person: Mary Ann Goodrich

BOARD MEETING, 3/ 13/97 ITEM Ill D

PERSONNEL REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 1997

JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:
Separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclassifications:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:

Staff Items:

c

NEW HIRES
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
TRANSFERS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board :
Marriage & Family:
PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
RECLASSIFICATION
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child Care:

License Board:
Marriage & Family:

STAFF ITEMS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

Hall, Maxine- Secretary - 2/24/97
Conyers, Brenda - 2111 /97
None
None
None
None
Larkin, Gayla- 2/25/80- Seventeen Years
Hildebrand, Linda- 2/22/89- Eight Years
Reinhart, Barbara - 2/3/92 - Five Years
Cain, Margaret- 2/8/94 - Three Ye~us
Struchen, Wendy- 2/20/95- Two Years
Daly, Kay- 2/19/96- One Year
None

None
None
None
None
Fitzgerald, lnetta- 2/28/97
Labarre, Lorraine- 2/28/97
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Veit, Shiela - 2/1/89- Eight Years
Seibert, Marcia- 2/1/91 -Six Years
Collier, Rhonda 2/10/92 - Five Years
Richards, Stephanie- 2/23/93- Four Years
Mulrennan, Kathleen- 2/23/81 - Sixteen Years
Goodbread, Robert- 2/11/80- Seventeen Years
Nason, Kathleen - 2/24/86- Eleven Years
Evoll, Jeanine- 2/6/92- Five Years
Santoro, Ann- 2/5/96- One Year
None
None
None

Infor~ation ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ite~III.E.

Regular Meeting 03/13/97

INTERIM FISCAL REPORTS
(UNAUDITED)
FEBRUARY 28, 1997

Prepared by
SUE WALTERICK
FINANCE MANAGER

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET· ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
February 28, 1997

Government Proprietary Fiduciary
Fund
Funds
Fund
Internal/
General
Enterprise
Agency
ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits
Investments-De£. Comp.Plan
Due from Other Government
Due from Other Agencies
Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits
Land & Improvements
Building & Improvements
Furniture,Fixtures&Equip.
Accumulated Depreciation
Due from Interfund Transfers
Amt.Provided for Comp.Absn.

FUND EQUITY
Investment in Fixed Assets
Fund Balance
Contributed Capital
Retained Earnings
Reserved: Encumbrances
Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
Cooperman-Begue
F /Y Expenditure
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY

Fixed Asset

Component
Units

1997

$6,516
$1,565,645
129,419

885,303
87,571
(410)
8,809

388
434,296
2,126,696
455,720
(587,279)

537,904

(423,591)

584,753
$2 429 821

$1 565 645

$537 904

lli..ill

389,214

9,275
184,373

.8Z...lli

.8Z...lli

l8.2.lli

.l.2l.ill

2.5Z6.205

2,122 415

537,904
5,682,098
2,309,455

1,535,791

161,112

161,162
1.565,645

.Q

$19,969,933 $17,451,247
$1,565,645
1,318,154
$129,419
285,695
$885,303
963,955
$87,571
87,571
1,978
($22)
$8,809
16,499
$434,296
434,296
$2,126,696
2,126,696
$993,624
926,756
($587,279)
(14,484)
$161,162
0
.iQM62
S5Z3.58Z
$26 348 744 $24 107 825

$905 061

1,565,645

.Q

1996

S382.2H
$389 214

102,626
76,339

.8Z...lli
i2Z.ill

TOTALS

L.T. Debt

$19,963,417

$20 521 099

LIABILITIES
Vouchers & Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities
Def.Comp.due to Employees
Due to Interfund Transfers
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL LIABILITIES

Account Groups

537,904
5,520,986
2,309,455

$102,626
85,614
573,587
1,565,645
161,162

124,407
125,084
509,462
1,318,154
27,737

1,914,382
239,394

239,394

6,932
1,649,787

6,932
1,649,787

13.53~ 6~0

ZLl..lJ.

20.251 Z.22

2..28Z.1Z8

TOTAL LIAB.&FUND EQUITY S~l lZ2 ~lZ

S~

lRZ JZR Sl

.Q

.5J..Z.2(M

.Q

(265.321)
(104,282)

~65 6~:i

SSlZ 2Q~

Sl82 2H

~

13.3~6.262

2.2.ZZ2.532

S26 HS

Z~~

215,548
50,000
4,750
1,568,626
16.626.313
21215410
S2~

HlZ B~:i

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INTERIM STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURES & CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING FEBRUARY 28, 1997
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % = 42%)

REVENUE
Property Taxes
Fees
Intergovernmental
Interest on Investments
Miscellaneous
Proprietary
Component Units
TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENDITURES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Proprietary
Component Units
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

c

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL

$25,101,962
56,000
167,109
550,000
226,782

$939,345
4,073
22,415
88,627
86,453
37,811
179.350
1,358,074

$21,315,750
43,114
29,636
190,814
250,426
179,153
620.500
22,629,393

85%
77%
18%
35%
110%

86%
54%
24%
39%
0%

87%

85%

(238,651)
(1,677,707)
(25,005)
(18,708)
(273,565)
(2,233,636)

(1,260,272)
(6,492,180)
(562,432)
(101,429)
(1,3Q8,2Q6)
(9,724,519)

40%
28%
52%

38%
29%
52%

35%

36%

26,101,853

(3,155,073)
(23,517,702)
(1,078,865)
(27,751,640)

OTHER FIN.SOURCES
Operating Transfers from JWB

139,944

424.Q11

EXCESS(Deficiency) of
Revenue over Expenditures (1.649.787)

(735.618)

13.328,885

CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL
FUND EQUITY
RESERVED
Encumbrances
UNRESERVED
Disability
Cooperman Bogue
FlY Expenditure
U ndesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUTIY

YTD as % of Bdgt.
1997
1996

ANNUAL MON1HLY
BUDGET ACTUAL

2,309,455

1,649,787

239,394
6,932
1,649,787
6,238.086
$23.772.539

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES
FOR PERIOD ENDING FEBRUARY 28, 1997
(CURRENT Y.T.D.% = 42%)

DIRECTOR

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

SPECIAL ASSISTANT Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
COMMUNICATIONS Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
FINANCE

ADMIN. TEAM

PROGRAMS

TRAINING

%of Budget
1997
1996
41%
39%
35%
37%

184,148

19,317

73,824

40%

36%

89,880
20,019

6,493
4,830

34,465
7,731

38%
39%

38%
29%

109,899

11,323

42,196

38%

37%

183,142
61,360

9,635
5,276

54,006
15,087

29%
25%

38%
20%

244,502

14,911

69,093

28%

33%

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

255,758
52,787

19,098
2,661

105,629
38,515

41%
73%

39%
66%

308,545

21,759

144,144

47%

43%

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

198,608
198,453
UQQ
400,061

8,175
10,343

56,157
81,359

34%
57%

18,518

137,516

28%
41%
0%
34%

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

541,088
15,800

41,456
467

228,486
4,577

42%
29%

39%
34%

556,888

41,923

233,063

42%

39%

483,734
47,696

25,826
2,145

181,584
11,260

38%
24%

35%
29%

531,430

27,971

192,844

36%

34%

236,083
74,555

14,931
5,527

78,125
9,118

33%
12%

41%
35%

310,638

20,458

87,243

28%

39%

363,613
145,349

30,376
32,095

163,043
115,759

45%
80%

34%
38%

508,962

62,471

280,349

55%

35%

J.155.QZJ

2JS.6Sl

1.260.272

40%

38%

COMMUNITY SVCS. Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
RESEARCH

MONTH
Y.T.D.
BUDGET ACTUAL ACTUAL
143,566
11,463
59,562
40,582
7,854
14,262

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL:

Q

46%

U£

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INVESTMENT REPORT
FOR PERIOD ENDING 2/28/97

BANK
AmSouth

ACCOUNT

AVG.RATE

BALANCE

Market Investment for
Disability Self Ins.Fund

1.24%

$240,705.97

$249.02

AmSouth

Pooled Funds

5.00%

$19,441,496.07

$74,675 .85

FL Local Gov.
Surplus Trust

Investment Pool

5.40%

$577.520.52

$2,379.38

SZ0.252.Z2Z.~6

S ZZ.JQ~.~.l

BUDGET COMPARISON
(Year To Date)

*

c

YIELD

=

BUDGET

YTD ACTUAL*

%

Over/Under

$550,000

$268,118.35

49%

($281,881.65)

Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

BUDGET AMENDMENTS 1HIS MONlH
None

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES
Asian F.A.C.E
African American Leadership
Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Boys & Girls Clubs
Coordinated Child Care
Girls, Inc.
P. C. Urban League
Sgt. Allen Moore Partnership
SHADO
YWCA
Youth Homes

$15,128
10,000
14,000
12,717
426,765
23,000
29,811
12,560
5,000
15,217
11,626

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES
Citizens Alliance for Progress

20,000

Regular

r.~ting

3/13/97
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SITE VISIT
SCHEDULE & SUMMARIES

Juvenile
Welfare Board
ot Plnlllal COunty, FL

PROGRAMS & FINANCE
DEPARTMENT

services to children

c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
6698 68TH AVENUE NORTH SUITE A
PINELLAS PARK, FLORIDA 33781-5060
TELEPHONE: 813-547-5600

RATING CRITERIA
FOR
MEASURABLE OBJECilVES

Objective Exceeded

101% +

Objective Met

100%

Objective Substantially Met

95-99%

Objective performance Needs Improvement . ·
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94%
Below 70%

Outstanding

Exceeded or met 1OO'k of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met. or substantially met 90'1 of objectives

Satisfactory

Exceeded, met or substantially met at least 70'1 of objectives

Unsatisfactory

Exceeded, met. or substantially met less than 70'1 of objectives

SITE VISIT SCHEDULE
March 1997

Florida Gulf Coast Autism
In-Home Respite Care
Family Services Centers
Family & Schools Together (FAST}
Girl's, Inc. of Pinellas
Individual Services

March 14, 1997

March 19 & 20, 1997

April 2, 3, 4, 7 & 8, 1997

c
Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please contact
Stephanie Judd, 547-5643.

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARIES
FOR:

Gulf Coast Jewish Family & Mental Health Services
Gulf Coast Community Care DivisionAdults Mentoring Children

Operation PARChildren of Substance Abusers & Their Families (COSA)

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

PROGRAM:

Gulf Coast Jewish Family &
Mental Health Services
Gulf Coast Community Care Division
Adults Monitoring Children

1996-97
FISCAL YEAR:
BUDGET:
$299,091
JWB ALLOCATION: $172,785
COST PER CLIENT:$
963
(FY 95-96}

DATE OF VISIT: October 24, 1996

Adults Mentoring Children is a program designed to offer at-risk youth a positive, supportive relationship
through one-to-one matching with a screened and trained mature volunteer. The program addresses
the problems of family dysfunction and truancy by bringing non-threatening, caring, older adults with a
wide variety of life experiences into the lives of at-risk youth, who are in need of nurturing and positive
role models. The volunteers are trained and empowered to identify needs and develop appropriate
goals to help the youth meet those needs. The volunteer and youth also work together to master the
skills needed for successful transition into adulthood and to help the youth explore career opportunities.
This program consists of two components which were previously independent programs: The Adopt-AGrandchild component provides early intervention to children, birth to age sixteen. from predominately
low income, single parent families with no local support network. The Linking Lifetimes component
matches middle school youth wo are at-risk of delinquency or dropping out of school with senior adult
mentors. These matches are intergenerational and designed to give the youth the additional support
needed to demonstrate that there are positive alternatives for them. These matches are made in the
hope that they will evolve into long term relationships that empower the youth to make appropriate
choices. Volunteer mentors strive to give the youth a sense that they can be successful now and in the
future.
The visit included an entrance conference, a review of program staffing, methodology, performance and
contract compliance, interviews with staff and a sampling of client service records. The fiscal
monitoring was done on November 26, 1996.
During FY 95-96 the program served 154 matches. Volunteers contributed a total of 21,206 hours.
The program met or exceeded all of its minimum service levels and received an excellent rating for
performance on its 10 outcome objectives.
Recommendations included to serve a specific proportion of Adopt-A-Grandchild and Linking Lifetimes
youth, and to include odometer readings on mileage report back-up documentation.
Contract Manager: Mike Schmidt

...
;\

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY:

Operation PAR

Children of Substance Abusers &
Their Families (COSA)
DATE: September 25 & 26, 1996
PROGRAM:

FY 96-97
BUDGET:
$612,292
ALLOCATION:
$ 261 ,069
COST PER CLIENT:$3,108.50
(FY 95-96)

The Children of Substance Abusers and Their Families (COSA) Program serves infants and children
affected by parental substance abuse. The program is designed to decrease the future incidence and
prevalence of drug and alcohol use among high risk youth by providing early intervention child care for
children from two months to five years of age. In addition, case management and counseling for
mothers has a positive impact on the child's environment. Transportation is provided for all services.
Services provided by the program include early identification, referral, and follow-up services for
substance abusing pregnant women; specialized child care for infants and pre-school children (both
center-based and family day care) ; developmental assessments for infants; intensive parent training,
outpatient, and day treatment services; case management coordination for all clients receiving program
services; an after care component and in-service training to health and social service professionals.
Program outcomes include improving the developmental scores of the drug-involved infants and
children, assisting the maternal parent to maintain sobriety, and improving the parenting and coping
skills of the mothers while assisting them in regaining custody of their children.
The site visit included a tour of the entire facility, an entrance conference, a review of response to
previous recommendations, review of the program staffing pattern, methodology, FY 95-96 performance
data, contract compliance , and a sampling of both adult and children's service records.
In FY 95-96, the program served 44 children and 139 adults. Performance on measurable objectives
for the year was satisfactory.
Recommendations basically concurred with two improvements the staff feel they need to make: Screen
referrals more closely to admit more mother and child combinations as opposed to women without
children; conduct a comparative length of stay in treatment analysis with other Operation PAR treatment
programs.
Contract Manager: Mike Schmidt

Juvenile Welfare Board
of Pinellas County

Training Center
Monthly Update
of Planned Activities
March 1- March 31, 1997

Regular Meeting of March 14, 1997 Item # 111-G

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:

FEB.
FEB.
FEB.

1995:
1996:
1997:

988
546
418

YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:
YTD 1996n:

5,658
3,532
4,629

YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:
YTD 1996n:

959
665
2,256

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:

FEB.
FEB.
FEB.

1995:
1996:
1997:

52
273
389

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION :

FEB.

1997:

807

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
1996/1997
1995/1996
1994/1995
1993/1994
1992/1993
1991/1992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988
1986/1987
1985/1986

6,885
9,985
10,971
23,518
18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045
16,030
16,005

YTD 1996/97:

6,885

YEAR TO DATE (YTD)

JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES
DATE

SITE

BRIEF DESCRifYfiON

3/1197

BUIWING CIIARAC1ER IN YOU111

PTEC

313197

COMMUNICATIONS: TilE
CIIAUENGE

SUNCOAST GIRL SCOU1 STAFF WILL DEVELOP
COUNCIL
COMMUNICA110NS SKILLS

3/3197

PUBLIC SPEAKING FOR TilE
1/UMAN-SERVICE PROFESSIONAL

JWB

313197

MANAGING ISSUES OF DIVERSITY

314197

STAFF, MENTORS, AND YOU111 OF
ECKERD FAMILY YOUTII
AL1ERNATIVE.~IEQUICORPS WILL
DEVELOP YOU111 DEVELOPMENf
SKILLS

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

KIM TOWNSEL

PROFESSIONAL

RJ. DOODY, PII.D.

PROFESSIONAL

TillS WORKSIIOP WIU OFFER
PRAC11CAL SKIUS FOR EFFECJ'IVE
PUBLIC AND PROFESSIONAL
PRESENTA'HONS

JACK IIARTMANN, MA.

PROFESSIONAL

SPJC

TillS WORKSIIOP FOCUSES ON
STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING
CONFLICJ' REGARDING DIVERSITY
ISSUES IN HIE WORKPLACE

JANICE 1/UDSON, M.ED. PROFESSIONAL

DRUG UPDATE

JWB

PAR11CIPANTS WILL LEARN CURRENT NANCY IIAMILTON, M.A. PROFESSIONAL
INFORMA110N ON ILLEGAL DRUGS
LT. MICIIAEL PLATT

3/4197

YOUTII ON TilE MOVE

20111 STREET CHURCII
OF CIIRIST
ST. PETERSBURG

CIIIWREN' S SERVICES COMMI11EE
MEEJ1NG

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY

315197

ABUSE, NEGLECT, AND
DEPENDENCY

FAMILY SERVICE
CENTER, LARGO

CIIIWREN' S SERVICES COMM/1TEE
MEEf/NG

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY

315197

PREVENTING MID-LIFE BURNOUT:
MAKING 711E MOST OF 111E
SECOND HALF

JWB

TillS WORKSIIOP WIU EXPLORE MID- USA RAPIIAEL
LIFE ISSUES OF PROFESSIONAL
CARE-GIVERS

3/5197

A CIRCLE OF WOMEN

SAFFRON'S
RESTAURANT.

TillS WORKS/lOP FOCUSES ON THE
JANICE 1/UDSON, M.ED. PROFESSIONAL
VALUE OF SUPPORTIVE FRIENDSHIPS
COMMUNITY
AMONG WOMEN

3!6197

PINELLAS COUNTY CIIIWREN' S
ACTION TEAM

JWB

TillS GROUP IS PLANNING A LOCAL
EVENT ON JUNE 1 FOR "STAND FOR
C/1/WREN"

-/

PLANNED ACTIVITY

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

COMMUNITY

-

---

DATE

SITE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

316197

SELF-RESTORAJ10N

JWB

PARTICIPANH WILL GAIN SKILLS
AND STRA 1EGIES FOR Sl'RESS
MANAGEMENT

GARY DUDEU, PII.D.

PROFESSIONAL

316197

WORKING WIT/I DELINQUENT
YOU111

JWB

PARTICIPAN1:5 WILL LEARN
INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP YOU111
DEVELOPMENT SKILLS

JAMES MYLES, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

317197

MAJOR CONFERENCE: ADVANCES
IN SOLUTION-ORIENTED THERAPY

RU111 ECKERD /IALL:
MARGARET /IEYE
GREAT ROOM

PROFESSIONALS WIU DEVELOP
FAMILY-11/ERAPY SKILLS

BIU 0' /IANLON, M.S.

PROFESSIONAL

317197

PRINCIPLES OF YOU111
DEVELOPMENT

ADAM'S MARK
CARIBBEAN GULF
RESORT

YMCA OF 11/E U.S.A. IN
COOPERA710N W/111 JWB WILL
TRAIN WORKERS OF ALL PINELLAS
YOU111-SERVING AGENCIES

ROBIN JORDAN

PROFESSIONAL

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN
STRATEGIES FOR 1/ELPING
CIIIWREN DEVELOP RESILIENCE
1'1/ROUGIITRAUMA

KENDALL JOIINSON,
PI/.D.

PROFESSIONAL

TillS IS A FORUM FOR
REPRESENTA11VES FROM LOCAL
AGENCIES Wl/0 PROVIDE SERVICES
IN SCIIOOLS

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUN/1Y

SUSAN BISZWESKI-EBER B.E.S.T.
M.A.
IN/11A11VE
RJ. DOODY, PII.D.

HARBORVIEW CENTER

I
'

317197

DEALING WITH TRAUMA IN TilE
LIVES OF CIIIWREN

3110197

JWB
AGENCIES SERVING YOUTIIIN
SCIIOOLS: A NE1WORKING FORUM

3110197

FOUNDATIONS OF YOU111
DEVELOPMENT- PART II

JWB

CARING COMMUNICA110NS AND
GROUP PROCESS

3/10197

DEVELOPING SOCIAL SKILLS IN
CIIIWREN

FRON11ER
ELEMENTARY

PAR11CIPANTS WIU LEARN CREA11VE JACK HARTMANN, M.A.
AC11V/11ES FOR DEVELOPING SOCIAL
SKILLS

3/11-3//3, FOUNDATIONS OF YOUTJ/
RFJ'REAT

DAY SPRING
ELLENTON

CERTIFICA110N FOR YOU111
WORKERS

SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER B.E.S.T.
M.A.
INITIA11VE

B.E.S.T. RETREAT

DAY SPRING
ELLENTON

TillS POR110N OF THE RETREAT
WILL FOCUS ON CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

3!12197

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

COMMUN/1Y

DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

3/12197

COUNSELING IN 71/E /lOME

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
EFFEC'I1VE WAYS 1'0 OFFER
IN-/lOME COUNSELING AND
SERVICES

JOY FR/1Z, M.A .,
CR .C.

3!12197

11/EOR/ES OF INCLUSION AND
EXCLUSION

DAY SPRING
ELLEN1VN

TillS WORKS/lOP FOCUSES ON
UNDERSTANDING TilE EFFECTS OF
EXCLUSION ON 11/E 1/EALTI/Y
DEVELOPMENT OF YOU711

JANICE 1/UDSON, M.ED. PROFESSIONAL
COMMUNITY

3!13197

RESILIENCY AND SELF-ESTEEM

DAY SPRING
ELLEN1VN

TillS WORKS/lOP EXPLORES
STRATEGIES FOR FOSTERING
RESILIENCE AND POS/11VE
SELF-ESTEEM IN YOUT/1

JANICE l/UDSON, M.ED. PROFESSIONAL
COMMUN/1Y

3113197

ABUSE,NEGLEC~AND

FAMILY SERVICE
CENTER

Cli/LDREN' S SERVICES COMM/1TEE
MEEI1NG .·

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUN/1Y

DEPENDENCY
3/13!97

CIIIW CARE ADVOCACY

JWB

Cli/LDREN' S SERVICES COMM/TfEE
MEEJ1NG

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUN/1Y

3/14197

MAJOR CONFERENCE: THE
CHALLENGE MODEL

ST. PETERSBURG
SUNCOAST BOARD
OF REALTORS

AU1110RS OF 111E RESILIENT SELF
WIU OFFER TRAINING ON
BUIWING RESIUENCE

STEVEN WOUN, M.D.
SYBIL WOUN, PII.D.

PROFESSIONAL

3117197

PRACTICAL WAYS TO BUIW
CHARACTER IN C/1/WREN

JWB

PAR11CIPANTS WIU GAIN AC11VITIES JACK HARTMANN, MA.
FOR SOCIAL SKILL AND CIIARACTER
DEVELOPMENT

PROFESSIONAL

3118197- BUIWING CHARACTER IN YOUTH
3119197

YMCA
CLEARWATER

STAFF WILL DEVELOP YOUTH-WORK
SKIUS

KIM TOWNSEL

PROFESSIONAL

3118197

YOU111 ON THE MOVE

20711 STREET CI/URC/1
OF CIIRIST

C/1/WREN'S SERVICES COMMITfEE
MEE11NG

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY

3118!97

ESSEN11AL NEEDS

PINELLAS SQUARE
MALL, PINELLAS PARK

C/1/WREN'S SERVICES COMM/TfEE
MEETING

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY

3118197

FAMILY EMPOWERMENT

MARRIOTT 1/0TEL
TAMPA

111/S WORKS/lOP FOCUSES ON
STRATEGIES FOR EMPOWERING
FAMILIES IN 711E COMMUNITY

JANICE 1/UDSON, M.ED. PROFESSIONAL

---·-

--·

PROFESSIONAL

DATE
I

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

3//9/97

COMMUNICA710N IN 1'1/E
WORKPLACE

JWB

TillS WORKS/lOP WIU FOCUS ON
EFFEC'I1VE COMMUNICATION
TECIINIQUES IN 111E WORKPLACE

SIEVE 0' BRIEN, PSY.D,
PA.

3119197

SEARCII/NG FOR SUCCESS - PART I JWB

1'11/S WORKSIJOP FOCUSES ON
STRATEGIES FOR WORKING WIT/I
CLIENTS W/10 ARE "STUCK"

LYNNE BERNFIEW, M.A PROFESSIONAL

3/19197

ME!VfORING ROUNDTABLE

JWB

CJIIWREN' S SERVICES COMM/1TEE
MEE/1NG

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

3/20197

YOUNG BLACK MEN WIT/I AN
ATfiTUDE: SUCCESS

JWB

AFRICAN-AMERICAN YOUTII LEADERS S1EVEN BEU
W1U SIJARE SUCCESS MODELS
DONAW DOWRIDGE
BILAL HABEEB ULLA/1
SIDNEY KIRKPATRICK

3/20197

RESILIENT YOUTIJ

JWB

TJ/JS WORKSIJOP EXPLORES TIJE
CONCEPT OF RESILIENCY AND
STRATEGIES FOR FOSTERING IT IN
YOUTJJ

JANICE 1/UDSON, M.ED. PROFESSIONAL
COMMUN/1Y

3/20197

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT FORUM

JWB

RESILIENCY

SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER B.E.S.T.
M.A .
INITIA11VE
JANICE HUDSON, M.ED.

3121197

CONNECTING W/111 YOURSELF
AND 011/ERS

JWB

TII/S WORKSIJOP EXPLORES TIJE
CONCEPT OF USING ONE'S UNIQUE
VOICE TO CONNECT TO SELF AND
0111ERS

VIOLA BRODY

3/21197

WORKING IN A TEAM

JWB

TillS WORKS/lOP WIU INTRODUCE
TECHNIQUES FOR WORKING
EFFEC11VELY IN A TEAM

BERNADETTE SKELSKEl PROFESSIONAL

3126197

PINELLAS COUNTY CJJJWREN' S
ACTION TEAM (CAT)

JWB

TillS GROUP IS ORGANIZiNG TIJE
JUNE 1 "STAND FOR CHIWREN"
EVENT /JERE LOCAUY

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY

3/26197

STRESS MANAGEMENT

CAREER OPTIONS

PAR11CIPANTS WIU LEARN
EFFECTIVE STRESS
MANAGEME!Vf STRATEGIES

JACK HARTMANN, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

I

PROFESSIONAL

COMMUN/1Y
PROFESSIONAL

PROFESSIONAL

..
DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS TRAINING FOCUSES ON TilE
ROLES AND RESPONSIBIL/11ES OF
NON-PROFIT BOARD MEMBERS

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

3126197

BOARD TRAINING

3127197

CULTURAL COMPETENCE: A WORK HRS
IN PROCESS

THIS WORKSHOP FOCUSES ON
JANICE HUDSON, M.ED. PROFESSIONAL
STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING
PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL
LEVELS OF CULTURAL COMPETENCE

3127197

STRESS MANAGEMENT

THIS WILL BE A KEYNOTE ADDRESS
TO THE KIWANIS CLUB ON
THE TOPIC OF STRESS
MANAGEMENT

YOUTH HOMES OF
FLORIDA

KIWANIS CLUB
ST. PETERSBURG

JANICE HUDSON, M.ED. PROFESSIONAL

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY

--

!
\

Pinellas County

James E. Mills, ACSW

Media Packet

Executive Director

The Juvenile Welfare Board
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MAking a difference In the lives of children and families for 26 years.

RESOURCES

LOOKING TO
THE RAINBOW

I
jane Harper
President/CEO

T

raditionally, the new year gives us
a chance to look ahead to the
future and set new goals ror ourselves.
iere at Family Resources, our Board of
Directors and staff have been working
to set the future direction of the organization through the strategic planning
process. During this period, we
re-examined our focus and its relationship to meeting both present and
emerging needs within the community.
Through dedication and hard work, we
have identified the fundamental foundation of the vision of Family Resources.
We are now organizationally aligning
Family Resources to its mission:

• Prevent relationship crisis in families
through education and advocacy
• Provide immediate, 24-hour response
when crises do develop
• Provide transitional services to assist
children, youth and families during a
family relationship crisis; and
• Provide linkages ror those children,
youth and families needing long-term
assistance and support.
We are excited about the future and
~re clearly focused on making a real
1fference in the lives of children, youth
and families.

t often appears after a brief
shower late in the afternoon.
And , in order to be able to see
it . .. the sun, the observer's eye,
and the center of the arc must be
aligned.

The Rainbow. A magnificent and
beautiful phenomenon. It means
different things to different people.
For some, it is the symbol of
riches, a pot of gold. And for those
who live in a public housing
community in Ridgecrest it means
one simple thing ... hope for a
better tomorrow.
The area of Ridgecrest ranks among
the highest in Pinellas County for
juvenile arrests. And some youth
who live there want it to stop.
They're taking charge, and about 50
teens have formed a group called
Youth-to-Youth.
The first of many projects the youth
have taken on was to design and
paint a mural inside the Ridge
Center. The Center was previously
a bar, and now it is a community
gathering place for young and old
alike. The Youth-to-Youth teens
wanted to remind everyone who
comes into the Center what they
stand for, arid what their dreams are
for their community. The mural says
it all: family, unity, friendship, nonviolence, substance free, and

love, faith and hope.
Upcoming projects include building
a playground, making a community
quilt, planting a garden, and holding
a Youth-to-Youth conference.
The conference, already scheduled
for September 13, will be an
opportunity for the youth to share
what they've accomplished for
their neighborhood. And the
importance, they feel, of " looking
to the rainbow."
Family Resources operates the
Youth-to-Youth program through
special grants made available by the
Juvenile Welfare Board and the
Governor's Drug-Free program.
Other financial assistance and
support are being made available
by Youth As Resources, Neighborly
Senior Services, AmeriCorp,
Cooperative Extension, Pinellas
County Housing Authority, and
Reeves Fencing.

The Ridge Center mural, painted
with hope

BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A "BEGGAR RACE "
St. Petersburg • Clt! ..HWilter • Tarnp.l • Lugo • 1'.1lrnetto • T.upon Springs • l'l.mt City • Lakeland • Winter Haven • Bartow

ST. PETERSBURG/TAMPA

lOth Annual Black History
Pageant To Be Held At
Mahaffey Theater
ST. PETERSBURG - Retired edwuas, kx:al5pJ11S figures and other.; will make
cameo appearanres a1 the 19th
annual Black Histay Pageal
10 be held 31 lhe Mahaffey 'Jh).
ala 31.6 pm 00 Suroay, Feb. 2
in St. l'der.burg. There is 00
~ dl3lge fa- lhe ptr
duaicn This year's Ilene is
"l've l<oowTI Rivers: A Black
l..eg;lcy in ~ E.cb:3ioo ••
and the Al1s."
I.ma Broo.\n, Marg;m Hart,
Olarley Williams, Minisler
Clarice Penningloo and ~ .
ny Welch will make cameo
awearancesinoneofthe
sa:nes thai narT3IeS the implct
thai cd!r:aOOn M; made 00
African Americans.. Also,
Fredlie Dyles, former Gilbi
High ~ roach, Win
pxtray hifnolelfand will beone
of the aciLXS in lhe s:me thai
namllfS lhe achieYerncns of
kx:al5pJ11S~asweD as

riaiional SI3IS.
Soole68 youngpeqlle~
ing in age fian 10 10 20 will
petfoon. Through daoce, p:ctry, dramatic pesenraoons and
Dig. they will pxtray the history oftheAfOCanAmerican in
SfXli1S, edJcalion and the ans:
The poch.aion is the resJh
of five roonlh<; of rehearsals
with young peqlle meeting
every Sarunlay and Y.'Oiicing
from 9 am 10 rron. During the
five month p:riod. they took a
field trip 10 the Mailou Art fes.
rival and ~ in the
!I hutin Luther King Day

Jlll<lde.

The puticipmts are gro;xncd by 500le 15 cm:::hes and
ahcs wOO help them lcam
their lines, movemems on
S3gl'! and am povide n:fresh..
ITlCIIIS after every rehear.;al.
The JliPll is a axnmlmity
evenr and indlr.les young people fian chl.llthes and families
th!ooglxlu! lhe city. Fcr 19
years, the Black History
P.<tgeant canmiace of Bethel
Ccmrmmity &piS Cllwdl
M; been the sponsor. The

oomminee receives partial
funding from the Juvenile
Welfare Board of l'iiicliiiS
...Q:am!y and lhe city of St.
Pe1er.blrg.
For funto::r infrnnatioo. caD
8:2-7674 or 3Tl-9fiii:B.
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A Newsletter from Pine llas County Commissioners - February I 997

From the Chainnan
If, as recently as three months ago,
someone had suggested I would begin
my chairmanship of the Pinellas County
Commission with a solution to our long
water wars on the table, I would have
been highly skeptical,
and greatly intrigued.
But in January
that is what happened. After a workshop on a regional
plan that could end
years of discord and
Roberr 8 · srewarr
uncertainty about the water supply of
Pinellas County and the Tampa Bay
region, our Board was the first to
approve a plan aimed at resolving Bay
area water supply prob_lems.
The plan holds enormous promise,
but many details need to be worked out
and agreed upon by all parties. Our
hope, and that of the Board of Directors
of the West Coast Regional Water Supply
Authority, is that we can bring the proposed conceptual plan to a point of
acceptability by all the major players
before summer.
In recent weeks there have been
some changes in the makeup of the
commission and in member appointments. Commissioner Sallie Parks
stepped in briefly and replaced retiring
Commissioner Charles Rainey on the
Authority's Board. Commissioner Parks
is now representing the County
Commission on Juvenile Welfare Board
and Area Agency on Aging. She is also
co-chair of the Juvenile Justice Board
for the Pinellas district and the state
WAGES (Work and Gain Economic Self
Sufficiency) board.
Continued 0 11 nexl page.

Chairman's letter, continued from front

1have recently appointed
Commissioner Steve Seibert, by profession an experienced mediator with a
dedicated interest in solving water disputes, to serve as the county's representative on the Authority's board. He continues to serve on the Tampa Bay
Regional Planning Council. After 18
years of service, Commissioner Bruce
Tyndall resigned from the Board.
Governor Chiles appointed Calvin D.
Harris to complete the remainder of the
term and Commissioner Harris took his
seat in January. Barbara Sheen Todd
who, upon her return to the Commission
after a two-year absence, was elected
vice chairman of the board, also will
serve on the Pinellas Planning Council.
She has also been appointed to the local
WAGES (Work and Gain Economic Self
Sufficiency) Coalition board.
All of us on the County Commission
are deeply involved and interested in a
lasting solution to water supply in Tampa
Bay. Our goal is to craft a plan that pr~ 
vides a safe, sustainable water supply
for generations to come, a monumental
yet seemingly doable accomplishment.

~~~

Court Street Outlook is a newsletter
of the Pinellas County Commission
and the Pinellas County Utilities. Its
purpose is to foster communication
among individuals working to protect
and conserve the regional water supply
for the people and the environment.
Commissioners' offices are located
in the County Counhouse and
Administrative Building,
315 Coun St., Clearwater, Fl34616.
Telephone: Ci313) 464-3000.
~ttp://www.co. pinellas. fl. us/bee
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. Pin~llas County
Commission Members

(Area code 813)
Robert B. Stewart, Chairman
Barbara Sheen Todd ,
Vice Chairman
Steven Seibert
Calvin Harris
Sallie Parks

..
464-3276
464-3365
464-3278
464-3360
464-3276
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Biracial kids' needs
We hear a lot about the racial divide. That's something The Tampa
Tribune and WFLA-TV are examining
in an ongoing project this year.
Now the Eastside Church of Christ,
525 Wilbur St., Brandon, has identified
another concern: the biracial dilemma.
It's particularly tough on children of
mixed races.
The church has launched a program with the mission of educating society about them and ministering to
their specific needs. Its first meeting
will be Thursday at 7 p.m., with guest
speaker j anice Hudson of the lyyenjle
Welfare Board in Pinellas County.
For more information, call (813)
661-4820.
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Offerings
Outreach program
The Eastside Church of Christ is organizing a
community outreach program for multi-cultural children, adults and parents, both biological and adoptive,
of multi-cultural children.
The ft.rst meeting is Feb. 6 at 7 p.m. at the
building on WJ..lber Street, Janice Hudson, a training
consultant for the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas
County, is the guest speaker.
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BRANDONNAUIICO
Church holds multicultural outreach
The first meeting for the Eastside Church of Christ
community outreach program for multicultural children and adults will be at 7 p.m. Thursday at 525
Wilber St., Brandon.
The meeting will feature Janice Hudson, training
consultant for the Pinellas County Juvenile Welfare
~- Though members of the church are orgaruzmg
an alliance to provide social activities and seminars for
multicultural families and individuals, there is no direct
affiliation with the church and all are invited to attend.
Refreshments will be provided. Call 661-4820.

Saturday, February 8, 1997
Send comments and tips
through e-mail to
trib09d@prodigy.com
or write c/o The Tampa Tribune,
2560 Gulf to Bay Blvd., #100,
Clearwater, Fla. 34625

e as
Employee
accused of
fondling
4 girls

SUMMARY: A city recreation

worker is accused of fondling four
girls under his care during beforeand after-school programs.
By STEPHEN THOMPSON
of The Tampa T"bune

ST. PETERSBURG- A recreation aide who once won an
award for his work with children
was arrested Friday, accused of
fondling four girls under his supervision in city programs.
Joseph Wil- -····················-·······-·-----.,.,..
liam
Hornstein,
25,
known to children
as
"Coach Joe,"
is accused of
rubbing and
patting the
girls' buttocks
through their
clothing. With Hornstein
at least two of the victims, the fondling occurred on several occasions, arrest affidavits say.
At the time of the incidents,
Hornstein was working at Willis S.
Johns Recreation Center at Fossil
Park, 6635 Ninth St. N., or Roberts Recreation Center, 1246 50th
Ave. N.
The St. Petersburg man has
worked as a part-time recreation
aide for the city since 1990; his
latest hourly wage was $7.94.
The four girls were ages 7 to
10, said Investigator Patti MacLean. Hornstein is accused of
touching the girls while alone with

each of them, during either beforeor after-school programs. He faces
four counts of committing a lewd
and lascivious act on a child under
16.
Parents pay from $32 to $92 a
month to have their children in the
programs. Aides like Hornstein supervise activities such as arts and
crafts, drama and outside games.
Transportation to and from school
costs extra.
Hornstein has received mostly
excellent evaluations, his personnel
record shows. The Juvenile Welfare
.llaaJ:d. awarded him the Cooperman
Bogue award, which recognizes people for their work with families and
children. Hornstein won $1,250.
But in 1994, an accusation arose
that Hornstein had improperly
touched a child at the Fossil Park
center. Sherry McBee, the city's
recreation department director, said
he was cleared of any wrongdoing
but counseled on touching children.
He was told, for instance, to touch a
child only on or above the shoulder,
and never to be alone with a child.
"He has had a good year with
the exception of one incident from
which he has learned a great deal,"
wrote Lynn Bittner, Hornstein's supervisor, in his 1994 evaluation.
But within the last couple of
weeks, a girl told a school counselor
Hornstein had fondled her, and detectives found the three other victims, two of whom said they were

fondled in 1995.
All told, investigators interviewed 40 to 50 boys and girls who
were under Hornstein's care. Hornstein originally worked at Fossil
Park, but was transferred to Roberts Recreation Center when Fossil
underwent renovations.
It was unclear whether Hornstein's supervisors were aware of
any recent wrongdoing. Hornstein's
most recent boss, Chuck Boehme,
gave him an excellent evaluation in
May, but noted: "He needs to be
aware of his physical interactions
"
Boehme could not be reached for
comment; McBee, who signed the
evaluation, said she did not know
what Boehme meant by his comment.
Hornstein denied improperly
touching the girls, investigators
said. He declined comment as he
was led to a transport van outside
the police station on Friday. He was
being held at the Pinellas County
Jail with bail set at $200,000.
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Service cuts are possible if the center
cannot handle its $40,000 debt

A TWlCE-WEEKLY SECTION OF THE .&t_IJdtrsburg trimtS

Galatia and her Valentines were in a room at the Dwight W.
Jones Center at 1035 Burlington Ave. N, home to one of five programs run by Girls Inc.
The organization is running $40,00> in the red, and oflicials
By JENNIFER BRETT
FEB
1
9
1997
fear bleak finances could force them to cut services or eYen close
Timn C~
centers.
Sf. PITERSBU~G - On Friday afternoon, Galatia Spradley
"The bottom line of what needs to happen is we need to prowas carefully rrundmg a stack of smaD white envelopes. She duce an additional $40,00> a year just to stay afloat," said
pulled one from the pile and held it up.
Tunothy Caddell. Girls Inc.'s executive director.
"This is my Valentine's card to me." she said, pointing to printIt has been about SeYeiJ years since Girls Inc. brought in a subed. penciled lenrrs that read "fo: Galatia, From: Galatia."
stantial amount of money, Caddell said. A 19$90 campaign
The card pictured a teddy hear wearing a straw hat, vest and raised $750,00> to build a service center.
bow ce and catT)mg a box of candy. The ~year-old received
After the campaign, Girls Inc. of PineDas Park merged with
plenty of other Valentines, but she was taking no chances.
Girls Inc. of Pinellas County.
"I didn't want to he left out.· she said. ·

That is when problems started,
Caddell said. As separate entities,
each organization relied heavily on
fund-raising events. The combined
group decided it could not handle
running so many events, so some
small money makers were
dropped.
"We found ourselves starting
to lose ground," Caddell said.
Also, he said, contributions
from the United Way andJuxenile
Welfare Board increased little or
not at aU.
"We finished this past fiscal
year with a $40,000 deficit. We
.
!"was ~owing ~p. we
didn't have anything like this. We
had a rec center, but boys were
there, so you couldn't really have a
good time."
The 42 girls who are enrolled
in her program get snacks and
tutoring. They might watch a little
television and scribble on a
chalkboard. In fall, they held a
mock election and learned about
the importance of voting.
"If that's stopped, what's going
to happen?" asked Davis, referring
to the vanous programs Girls Inc.
offers. She says many of her girls
come from foster homes, live with
grandparents or are on welfare.
They look to her as a second
mom, and when there is a
squabble, a hug and some gentle
words soothe things.
"There's some pretty nice
grown-ups around here,"
12-year, ld Shanell Mobley said.
"As.Ms. Davis always says, this is
not JUSt a place to play. You learn
stuff."
Girls Inc. is a non-profit
organization, and donations are
tax-deductible. For information
ca11 544-6230.
'
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Grants put youths to
work for community
• Thursday's cleanup of a Clearwater
park is one of many projects
sponsored by Youth as Resour~.
By MAUREEN BYRNE
Tlmee SWI WrtW

Making the community a better place is now
easier for some local youth groups.
One is making toys for sick children. Another
is cleaning homes for seniors. And a few are
beautifying their neighborhoods.
In Clearwater, a park received a much-needed
face lift Thursday.
These projects and others have been made
possible through Youth as Resources, a nationwide program that supports young people in their
efforts to improve the community by giving them
grants of $50 to $500 for service projects.
The grants, awarded in the spring and fall, are
available to any youth in Pinellas County up to age
19, as well as schools, churches, clubs and other
non-profit organizations.
The Pinellas chapter of Youth as Resources,
which started this year, is administered by the
Pinellas County Cooperative Extension Service.
The chapter gets its money from Pinellas County,
the United Way and the Juvenile Welfare Board.
Last month 12 groups from throughout the
county received a total of $9,104. With that
money, 249 youths, ages 5 to 19, are performing
a variety of jobs.
"Youth M:e an outstanding resource that is
very often excluded from addressing community
issues, " said Bridget Lockett, program coordinator of Youth as Resources Pinellas. "Many timesthey have a perspective that adults never think
of."
Last fall Lockett visited area schools and
explained the grant program to students. One of
the classes she talked to was the sixth-grade class
at Lakeside Christian School in Clearwater.
Twelve-year-old Neal Stout suggested
cleaning up Charles Park, which is near his
Clearwater home. "It wasn't really destroyed,"
he said, "but it wasn't really the best of conditions."

nn- photo-JIM DAMASK£

Sixth-graders from Lakeside Christian School help Clearwater city
workers spread fresh mulch around a slide Thursday at Charles Park.
They are part of the Youth as Resources program.
The Clearwater Parks andRecreation Department also thought
the park on Broadway needed repair. Thursday city workers helped
the Lakeside Christian students
spread wood chips on the ground
around a newly installed playground unit.
Youth as Resources was created in 1987 by the National Crime
Prevention Council. It started as a
pilot program in three Indiana cities and soon caught on in two other
northern urban areas, Chicago and
Washington.
Jim Reynolds of Largo serves
as president of the Pinellas chapter, which is governed by a board
of 12 youths and six adults.
A lOth-grader at Tampa Preparatory School, Reynolds said he
sees Youth as Resources as an
introduction to community service. "It gives (children) a sense of

responsibility, a sense of ownership of their community," he said.
The youths receive some support and guidance from adults, but
must plan, develop and perform
the projects on their own.
Allowing young people to actively participate in problem-solving benefits not only the community but the youths themselves, according to Lockett, Youth as
Resources coordinator. "The kids
who do the projects are the most
affected," she said.
Sixth-grader Neal agrees. "I
think (the project) gives us a little
more responsibility, and it shows
other people that all kids aren't out
there doing bad things."
A total of $60,000 - or
$20,000 annually - has been allotted for the program for the next
three years. "We still have money
to give away this year," Lockett
said.
If interested in applying for a
grant, call Lockett at 582-2100.

